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Oak CATV Division has announced
the new Mini-Code—an effective and
economical answer to CATV and
MDS premium needs.

This technologically advanced
decoder, offered in set-top or wallmount format, works in your existing
12-channel or MDS system.

The Oak sinewave sync suppression
system is impossible to defeat.

Use it in tandem with the Oak
Mini-Scrambler, at aremote site, or
with the Mark Il Scrambler at
the head-end.

Best of all, the Mini-Code uses only
one channel to scramble and decode.

FOR THE COMPLETE

MINI-CODE
CASLT
LOR RW Y,
RITE

When you buy from Oak, you rest easy,
because you know Oak products are
manufactured in company-owned
facilities. Oak backs up its products
with effective field service, and offers
all customers aone-year warranty.

41 LUC Industries Inc.
CATV DIVISION

CRYSTAL LAKE,

ILLINOIS 60014

TELEPHONE: 815-459-5000

TWX: 910-934-3332

General Cable
Lowest-Loss Cable
Fused Disc coaxial cable ...
DIFFERENT ...But BETTER ..
BETTER Because ...

General Cable provides:
Lowest Attenuation in the Industry
Longer Cable Lengths
Cable Shipped From Stock

CATV Professionals Dedicated to
Serving You ...
We Can Help You Deliver ...

CMG

Customer Service Center
800-526-4241
201-636-5500 (From NJ)
CATV Products Operation
General Cable Corporation
1 Woodbridge Center
P.O. Box 700
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
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RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y. 10462
CALL COLLECT (212) 892-1000
RMS Electronics Incorporated 1977

A SPECIAL UPDATE REPORT ON
RULEMAKINGS AND INQUIRIES
AM Stereo. Proposal for standards for AM stereophonic
broadcasting to consider, among other things, the effect of
an AM stereo signal on adjacent channel protection ratios,
skywave service, out-of-band emissions, directional antenna
operation and the compatibility of AM stereo signals with
existing monophonic receivers. Comments February 27,
replies March 30. Docket No. 21313.
FM Quadraphonic. Further notice of inquiry on establishing
standards for FM quadraphonic sound transmissions.
Comments April 16, replies May 16. Docket No. 21320.
Improved UHF Television Service. Inquiry to analyze the
many possibilities for improved UHF television service to
determine which of several approaches for improving UHF

C
I

News
at a
Glance

television would best serve the consumer and the overall
public interest by analyzing the costs and benefits of
particular improvements. Comments April 2. Gen. Docket
No. 78-391
TV Receiver Performance Standards. Inquiry into the need
for incorporating television receiver performance standards
into the rules. Comments June 1; replies September 1. Gen.
Docket No. 78-393.
Improved UHF Television Service. Inquiry to analyze the
many possibilities for improved UHF television service to
determine which of several approaches for improving UHF
television would best serve the consumer in the overall
public interest by analyzing the cost and benefits of
particular improvements. Comments April 2. Gen. Docket
No. 78-391.
Expansion of Program Definitions. Inquiry to consider
broadening the program definitions for commercial
broadcast stations to include a new "community service"
program category—noncommercial programs produced by
or in

conjunction with

nonprofit organizations—and to

expand public affairs programing to include dramatizations
of local, national and international affairs produced on a
noncommercial

basis

by nonprofit organizations. Com-

ments February 28, replies March 28. Docket No. 78-335.
Deregulation of Domestic Earth Stations. Inquiry to examine
costs and benefits of the domestic satellite receive-only
earth station regulatory program to determine whether the
present program can be improved or eliminated in light of the
technical and policy changes that have been and will be
occurring in satellite communications. Docket No. 78-374.
Comments and reply dates will be announced later.
Reporting of Common Carrier Lobbying Expenses. Inquiry
into whether the FCC should require common carriers to
report lobbying expenses, in a response to a rulemaking
petition filed April 1, 1977, by Common Cause, a Washington-based public interest group. Comments February 15,
replies March 15. Docket No. 780373.
Electronic Computer Originated Mail. Inquiry to study the
legal

and

policy issues

posed by Electronic Computer

Originated Mail (ECOM) as proposed by the U.S. Postal
Service. Initial comments and briefs are due February 15;
oppositions by March 11 and replies by March 18. Docket
No. 79-6.
Communications-Engineering Digest (USPS 330-510) is published for the
Society of Cable Television Engineers by Titsch Publishing, Inc., 1139 Delaware
Plaza, P.O. Box 4305, Denver, CO 80204.
March 1979. Subscription price:
1year, $15.00. Canada and Mexico add $3.00, and foreign subscriptions add
$5.00 per year. Controlled circulation paid at Denver, Colorado.
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SCTE
PRESIDENT
Robert D. Bilodeau
Suburban Cable Vision
EASTERN VICE PRESIDENT
Harold Null
Storer Cable TV
WESTERN VICE PRESIDENT
G.C. Kleykamp
Norwalk Cable Construction
SECRETARY
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Edward Horowitz
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SCTE Moves
Forward
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G.C. Kleykamp
Norwalk Cable Construction
James Luksch
Texscan Corporation
Harold R. Null
Storer Cable TV
James Richardson
Cable Research

By Judith Baer

middle of the NOTA exhibit floor
(45,000 square feet and 5,000 people)
and begged for people to participate in
SCTE. In 1979 my phone is ringing off

ith this issue of C-ED, I'd like to
take amoment to comment on the
1979 slate of officers who will assume
their responsibilities at the SCTE
membership meeting in Denver. The

the hook with people wanting to run for
the board. Things have really changed
for us and Ididn't realize how much
until working on these nominations."

president's gavel will pass to the fourth
president elected during SCTE's eleven year history. Bob Bilodeau, president since 1974, will serve as chairman
for one year, but the responsibility for
the next twelve months will rest in the
hands of Harold Null, our incoming
1979 chief officer. Bilodeau will concentrate on his involvement with the
New Jersey Cable Television Association, the IEEE and NOTA committees
he serves on and his local Lions Club,
so don't think he's out to pasture. If he
brings one-half the enthusiasm and

have contributed more than most
would ever be willing to. It's that sort of
participation that rounds us out and
makes us contributing citizens within
an industry, acommunity, an organization and the world in general. Bilodeau
has done it all and deserves the respect
he has built throughout his tenure as
president of SCTE.
So, what about the new officers?
What can we expect from them? How
do they view SCTE's involvement in the
industry? Will things change drastically? Don't count on it. At least not
during the immediate next year. The

Keneth Simons
Blonder-Tongue Labs

reasoning is sound.
Null, along with Frank Bias, Bill
Ellis, Ken Gunter and Tom Olson,

Thomas D. Smith
Scientific-Atlanta

brings the experience of serving as a
director on the SCTE board and each
of these officers has actively participated in SCTE events and programs
over the last year. Continuity is an
important

part

of any

organization

and it is ensured with the promotion
through the role of director and officer
within this structure. Lines of commu-
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ing with me. "This has been afantastic
experience," says Dolan. "Two years
ago we (SCTE) could have stood in the

SCTE Executive Director

hard work to any one of these groups
that he has shared with SCTE, he will
EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD

Dolan, as chairman of the Nominations
Committee for 1979, shared the follow-

I arry's observation is correct. Glenn

L. Chambers wrote of new projects in

last month's SCTE Comments on this
page. An increasing willingness to be
involved is noticeable from our membership. Harold Null expresses it, as do
the rest of the officers in their acceptance of their roles as officers. And,
every officer and candidate for the
open director seats has the total
support of their individual company
management to participate within our
guidelines. That is as important a note
as the increasing numbers of members,
programs or any other measuring
device used to determine SCTE growth.
Somewhere within the nearly 800 new
members who joined SCTE in 1978 is
the SCTE president to be elected in
1982 or beyond. Among these enthusiastic engineers, technicians, managers, operators, marketing people and
administrators there is the entire board
of directors by 1985. There will be more
new names and faces appearing as the
younger people mature and prepare
themselves to take the engineering and
management decision-making positions. Our industry will evolve to
interface with other broadband delivery
systems and computer technologies,
and SCTE will recruit from those
groups as well as from the classic cable
television systems. Membership in
SCTE will be representative of our
industry's evolution in telecommunications.
Your 1979 officers and board are
dynamic. You are fortunate to have this
group of men to move SCTE into its
second decade. They look forward to

nication may vary slightly and more
new names and faces will surface in

knowing your thoughts. It is up to you
to communicate with them at every
opportunity. Ilook forward to working

1979. That is healthy for our organiza-

with them and expect exciting things to

tion and healthy for our industry. Larry

happen under their direction.

and Chapter News
Gunter and Haimowitz Share
Member-of-the Year Award
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Nineteen
seventy-nine marks the first and possibly the only time in SCTE history when
the Member-of-the-Year Award is a
shared honor between two very dynamic and enthusiastic SCTE representatives. As SCTE moves into its second
decade, it is appropriate that Ken
Gunter, executive vice president of UA
Columbia Cablevision and Ralph
Haimowitz, general manager and chief
engineer of Indian River Cablevision,
share the spotlight. These men have
spent countless hours of personal time
and effort to promote the Society of
Cable

Television

Engineers

and

to

establish and maintain communications
and understanding on behalf of the
Society and the two cable television
industry trade associations. Each is a
member of the board of directors of the
association. Each has moved up with
the "ranks" of his company's management structure. Both have participated
on committees, spoken on behalf of
SCTE, attended numerous meetings
and taken a responsibility to see that
SCTE is properly understood within
the usual bureaucracies and politics of
each group. Both men are technically
qualified and understand that sometimes engineers and technicians respond a little differently under given
circumstances. These men believe that
the cable television industry will go
nowhere without sound engineering,
much required training and improved
understanding and communications,
not only between the engineers and
technicians, but between the engi-

Kenneth S. Gunter
enneth S. Gunter has been a lifer% time resident of his birthplace,
San Angelo, Texas. Following graduation from Rice University, Houston,
Texas in 1958, Gunter joined his
father in the organization of the original cable televison system serving
San Angelo, a privately-owned company. In 1961, this company became
one of two principal properties of
International Cablevision Corporation,
the first publicly-owned CATV company in the industry.
He presently is executive vice president and a director of UA-Columbia
Cablevision, a parent corporation
which resulted from the acquisition of
UA Cablevision by Columbia Cable
Systems in December 1972. He is a

communications between NCTA and
SCTE. He does not take sole credit for
any single accomplishment but rather

Senior Member of SCTE, has served as
a member of the SCTE Board of
Directors and will assume the office of

shares each positive milestone with
members of his committee and NCTA
personnel participation. He is always

Secretary at the SCTE/IEEE CATV
Reliability Conference, February 27,

aged cooperation, understanding, and

mindful of SCTE's image and the

1979. Gunter is chairman of the Na-

requirement to encourage improved
communications with management.

tional Cable Television Association
Engineering Committee, a member of

own employees and demands excel-

the NCTA Communications Act Rewrite Technical Subcommittee and a
member of the NCTA Board of Directors.
Gunter has served SCTE through
his participation as a member of the
NCTA Board of Directors, successfully
communicating SCTE's goals and
philosophy to the association staff and
to other board members. He has
negotiated, lobbied, challenged and

He practices this philosophy with his
lence from them while promoting a
sound engineering-management partnership. While Ken Gunter may not be
able to attend every SCTE technical
meeting around the country, he is
called upon to attend numerous engineering meetings in his role as chairman of the NCTA Engineering Committee. His participation as an NCTA

counseled both the NCTA board and

director requires much of his time and
attention, while thinking about SCTE

the SCTE directors. He has encour-

in all of these encounters.

neering personnel and all other parts

Ralph A. Haimowitz

of this or any other business. Neither
believes that "engineers are different"
and neither assumes the "special"
posture technical people are so often
accused

of showing.

Both

men are

involved in community activities and
both are special.
The SCTE Member-of-the-Year
Award was originated in 1974 as an
annual award to a member who had
made asignificant contribution toward
the Society's goals and presence in the
industry. Steven Dourdoufis was the
first recipient. James Collins was the
1975 winner for his efforts in promoting
SCTE in the southeastern part of the
United States. Glenn Chambers received recognition in 1976 as the

R

alph A. Haimowitz is the general
manager and chief engineer for

two cable television companies in
central Florida: Indian River Cablevision in Sebastian and Palm Bay
Cablevison in Palm Bay. He came to
the cable industry in 1972 as chief
engineer and was appointed general
manager in April 1974. Before joining
the CATV industry, Haimowitz served
in the United States Air Force in
various communications projects. His
responsibilities now cover approximately 3,000 subscribers.
Haimowitz' philosophy is involvement. He has quickly established
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Member-of-the-Year for his work in the
Northcentral Chapter and for his
contribution of many valuable pages of
copy on the FCC proof-of-performance
tests when this information was practically non-existent. In 1977, Frank Bias
was honored for his participation in the
all-important interference negotiations
with the FAA, FCC and other imposing
regulatory groups. Then, in SCTE's
Tenth Anniversary year, Jim Grabenstein received the Member-of-the-Year
Award for his work with the MidAtlantic Appalachian Chapter of SCTE
and the state cable associations in his
area. Grabenstein was instrumental in
staging monthly technical meetings,
the only regularly scheduled SCTE
activity anywhere in the country. He
had accomplished something no one
anywhere had been able to do.
SCTE's Member-of-the-Year Award
is presented for accomplishments
rather than for promises of future
performance. It in no way dilutes the
honor for the 1979 award to be shared
by two members. The likelihood of this
happening again is not great, just as
the likelihood of SCTE again going
through the experiences of the past ten
years is not great. Putting all events in
perspective, these two members have
provided a great boost to SCTE's
maturity and position as an important
part of the future of this industry.

SCTE Cable Engineers
Announce Regional Meeting
Date and Site Schedule
Through 1981
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The SCTE plans
a minimum of six regional technical
meetings and workshops each year
during 1979, 1980 and 1981. All meeting
dates, sites and hotel arrangements
have been negotiated during 1978 in
order to insure the best possible rates
for people attending these programs.
Topics planned for these meetings
include CATV Towers, Lightning and
Power; CARS Microwave; Test Equipment; Non-Entertainment Services;
Earth Stations and Satellite Networking;
Manpower, Personnel Evaluation and
Management Development; CATV
System Construction; Fiberoptics;
New Services; CATV System Security;
and Two-Way Cable Communications.
Sites and dates for the first series:
March 5-6 at Del Webb's Townhouse in
Phoenix, Arizona; April 23-24 at the
Portland Hilton Inn in Portland, Oregon;
June 18-19 at the Radisson South in
10 C-ED March '79

himself as a known doer, and in the
relatively short time he has spent in
cable, he has participated in numerous
projects in behalf of SCTE and the
Community Antenna Television Association (CATA). As amember of the Board
of Directors of CATA, Haimowitz has
encouraged understanding and cooperation between SCTE and the
industry trade association. He has
championed SCTE throughout the
southeast through the Florida Cable
Television Association and the Southern Cable Televison Association.
Haimowitz willingly agreed to chair a
jointly sponsored SCTE-CATA technical meeting in January of 1978, the first
such program. Again in 1979, he
developed the program and was the
SCTE local contact for the successful
SCTE meeting on Towers, Lightning,
Power and Surges in Melbourne,
Florida this January. He was solely
responsible for the SCTE technical
program at the 1978 NCTA convention
in New Orleans and hosted as panel
moderator SCTE's program on Power
and Surge Protection during the 1978
Southern Cable Television Association convention in Atlanta.
He was also instrumental in the
installation of the 11-meter earth
station at the 1978 CATA CCOS Show
in Oklahoma. During that major effort,

Minneapolis; August 20-21 at the
Logan Airport Hilton in Boston, Massachusetts; and September 17-18 at
the Marriott Twin Bridges-National
Airport in Arlington, Virginia.
SCTE's second round of meetings
begins November 26-27, 1979 at the
Hartford Hilton in Hartford, Connecticut. On January 14-15, 1980 the site is
the Tallahassee Hilton, Tallahassee,
Florida. March 24-25 are the dates for a
technical meeting and workshop in
Richmond, Virginia at the Hyatt House.
The Rodeway Inn in Boise, Idaho is the
site for the May 19-20 meeting. On July
14-15 SCTE meets at the Hilton Inn in
Wichita, Kansas and on November 1718 the series concludes at the Hyatt
Hotel in Phoenix, Arizona.
The 1981 series of SCTE regional
meetings and workshops begins on
January 12-13 at the Hilton Inn-Bossier
in Shreveport, Louisiana. May 4-5 are
the dates for the technical meeting at
the Holiday Inn-Downtown in Portland,
Maine and on June 15-16, SCTE will
hold a meeting at the Baltimore Hilton
in Baltimore, Maryland. August 17-18

Haimowitz is awell-known amateur
magician, story-teller and promoter of
humor. When things seem their bleakest, he has a kind word and a laugh
hidden somewhere. He has lobbied
effectively for SCTE within the CATA
board of directors to improve SCTECATA relationships. While active on
CATA's board, Haimowitz maintains a
dual membership for his system with
NCTA, believing that each organization contributes to the future of this
industry. As a candidate for the SCTE
Region 5seat in the 1979 elections, he
won complete support of his company
for his further participation in the
Society and again, showed his willingness to be involved. He was promoted
to Senior Member in 1978.
Dr. Barry Gordon, president of the
Sebastian River Chamber of Commerce reflects on Haimowitz as a
member of that board of directors.
"One member of the board perhaps
stands out above the rest in his dedication to the job. His name is Ralph
Haimowitz. Mr. Haimowitz has, on
every occasion, met all demands
placed on him. His ability and desire to
take hold of projects and see them
through to complete perfection is
uncanny." SCTE agrees. The Society
sees Haimowitz in exactly the same
way and cannot state it better.

are the dates for the SCTE meeting at
the Washington Plaza Hotel in Seattle,
Washington. Louisville, Kentucky and
the Executive Inn is the site for the
October 19-20 technical meeting and
workshop and the 1981 schedule ends
November 16-17 in San Antonio, Texas
at the Holiday Inn-Downtown. For
further information, contact Mila Albertson, Director of Membership Services, SCTE, 1100 17th Street Northwest,
Washington, D.C. 20036, (202) 659-2131.

New Membership Cards
WASHINGTON, D.C.—All SCTE members will have been issued anew plastic
membership card by February 10. This
new card will feature a member's
name, address, membership classification and date of expiration.
The new card may be used to have
suppliers forward brochures to a
member, since SCTE will have supplied
all the exhibitors with alocal source for
imprinters and a special card that will
let the exhibitors know you're an SCTE
member.

We can put up to 40 channels
right in the palm of your subscriber's hand.
With a simple 12-button keyboard he can select the channel
of his choice and see his selection on an LED display. He can
program up to 10 channels in
the memory system and recall
them at the touch of abutton.
The sealed-touch keyboard
solves the problems of mechanical contacts, and a crystalcontrolled frequency synthesizer eliminates fine-tuning
circuitry and converter drift.
There's an on/off remote option — and more important to
you — there's a hard-security
option that gives up to three
channels of tiered, premium
programming.
And the hand-held remote
control unit is rugged. It can
survive drops and jolts that
could send it to the repair shop.
Even the tough detachable control cord can be easily replaced

by the subscriber. There's less
need for service calls.
Our box is an easy way to
expand your service and revenue. All you have to do is use
our brains.
To find cut how, contact your
area salesman, or call toll free
(800) 351-6010 within the continental United States except
Texas. From Alaska, Hawaii or
Texas, dial (915) 544-7550. Ask
for Ray Pawley.

SYLVANIA

THE ONLY STANDBY
PROCESSOR YOU
CAN BUY!
...With the TOMCO SR-1000 Standby
Processor, any VHF and/or UHF channel can
be processed and converted to any VHF
channel, by just the turn of a knob!

Features:
• UHF to IF with internal AFC
• VHF to IF tuneable Crystal Controlled
• Demod Video and Sound output
• IF to VHF output tuneable Crystal
Controlled
Available in Canada:

COr111111-5r,IP

Available in the Northeast from
Northern CATV Distributors: 800-448-5174

ELECTRONICS LINIlfTE
JO V

(514) 341-7440

TONIC° COMMUNICATIONS INC.
1077 Independence Ave. •Mtn. View, California 94043 •4151969-3042
See our card on page 13.

Need To Hold
Down Costs?
With the COMSONICS RFD WHITE,or BLUE RIBBON
Plan, you're in control of Costs.
• Multi-level service
Every system manager

• Rugged parts

understands the need to be

• Maximum control of
your repair dollar

cost effecient. With our
multi-level service you keep

• Quality workmanship

agrip on your costs with
just the repair service

• 90-day warranty

you need.

• Accurate testing
• Years of repair
experience

BLUE RIBBON

The BEST is our Blue Ribbon Service, which is designed to let you defer, or avoid
entirely, the purchase of new equipment in order to restore your system's original

performance. Blue Ribbon Service costs less than half of what new units do and includes:
a.

Repair of any and all faults, 48-hour pulsed burn-in, complete testing of all parameters including noise figure, cross
modulation, second and/or third order distortion, plus any futher repair required to meet or exceed original specifications.

b.

Replacement of every known high-failure component with a modern, heavy-duty counterpart. This includes replacing
old aluminum substrate transitors with new gold substrate transitors.

c.

Addition of surge protection for the major ports and d.c. power supply, plus special protective return packaging, and
a90-day warranty.

Thus,

you can effectively

"rebuild"

your system without buying a single piece of new equipment or worrying about

splicing-in new housings. All of this at half the cost, and less, of new . . .and you can treat it as acapital expenditure.

RED RIBBON

Our Red Ribbon Service, rated as BETTER, is used for a complete repair of any and
all faults, 48-hour pulsed burn-in, thorough testing and alignment to all specifications

and return in a sealed bag with moisture-absorbing dessicant. Red Ribbon units are ready to re-serve your system with every
original spec' restored and the critical burn-in period finished, plus a90-day warranty.

WHITE RIBBON

GOOD is the White Ribbon, Repair & Return (R & R) Service, which insures
that the major faults (listed by you when the unit is sent in) are repaired

and the unit is aligned for response flatness and return loss, at minimum cost.
THE ABOVE SERVICES ARE ALL COVERED BY A 90-DAY
WARRANTY ON PARTS AND WORKMANSHIP.

ComSoracs; INC

P. 0. Box 1106

HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA

22801

An Employee Owned Corporation
See our card on page 16.

(703) 434-5965

THE WORLD'S FIRST
FIBER °Pile
EARTH STATION UNK
IS AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY.

Times introduces, for satellite
communications applications,
a completely packaged fiber
optic earth station link-100
meters of fiber optic cable, an
optical transmitter an optical receiver and all necessary connectors. Available for immediate delivery. At under S8,500.
It's cost effective. It's easy to install. Just plug it in. In less than an
hour. And of prime importance,
it establishes new standards in
the transmission of video, voice
and data signals. The new link
eliminates electro -magnetic interference and common mode
problems. It also reduces signal
degradation and fluctuations.
All to attain the highest quality
transmission yet.

Further, it carries our standard
warranty It'll operate in virtually
any temperature extreme. In
any weather condition. And it's
backed by the full resources of
the industlys largest cable manufacturer.
The first fiber optic link for earth
stations. In CATV you knew it was
only a matter of Times.
For more information call your
Man From Times. Or write Times
Wire 8( Cable, 358 Hall Avenue,
Wallingford, Ct., 06492. Or Call
800-265-2361.

As for reliability, the Times fiber
optic cable is purer, tougher
and more flexible than any
other fiber optic cable. In fact,
it's as reliable as any coax Times
has ever built. The optical transmitter utilizes an advanced
laser capable of continuous
operation for 100,000 hours. And
that adds up to more than /11
years of reliable service.

Times Wire &Cable
The

-1
Cable

Company

DIVISION OF TIMES FIBER COMMUNICATIONS, INC

See our card on page 15.

NEWS
Cable Copyright Hot Spot,
Geller Speaks Up
WASHINGTON, D.C.—NTIA and the
Department of Commerce have submitted a request for rulemaking to the

and determine the nature of its use
and charge for it accordingly. A

the only requirements now present in

supplier would be free to determine
if his product could be re-sold, or
retransmitted, and would also be

picture quality produced by the receiver.
The commission pointed out that

able to have more control over

Federal Communications Commission,
seeking atwo-tiered structure of cable

exclusivity.

television regulation.
The first tier, designed to preserve
some continuity for existing systems,

right Tribunal is not designed or
equipped to deal with the economic

amounts to a grandfathering provision
which would give systems the option of
operating under regulations as they

NTIA is convinced that the Copy-

complexities embodied in program
distribution.
NTIA Chief Henry Geller asked that

noise figure is only one of many parameters that affects receiver performance.
Based on data from a recent study
which suggested that noise figure did
not consistently predict the apparent
sensitivity of the receivers tested, the
FCC said it would look into other available or technically feasible weak signal

impose the require-

performance to identify alternative

under the scheme established by the

ment that cable operators obtain "retransmission consent" for non-network

measures that could supersede present
requirements.

Copyright Revision Act.
The second tier, however, would

programming in return for being relieved of most federal regulations.

Because of concern that reducing
the noise figure might lead to certain

provide that new systems, as well as
existing ones which so desire, receive

Another option would allow existing systems to choose to remain
under the regulatory umbrella,
including copyright liability which

currently exist, and paying copyright

substantial relief from existing regulations in exchange for competing for
product in the open market—including
all of the copyright and exclusivity
negotiations such a step would
unleash.
Program producers and owners
would then have the opportunity
to place their product on the market

the rulemaking

its rules that give some measure of the

presently exists.
Geller's proposals are receiving
mixed reactions in Washington. Other
suggestions by Geller include continued limitation on distant signals
with extensive non-network exclusivity
rules, and retaining rules for local
broadcast carriage and non-duplica-
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come from
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tion of network signals.

Inquiry Initiated on
TV Receiver
Performance Standards

design changes that would degrade
other receiver performance characteristics—selectivity, front and dynamic
range, etc.—the commission said it
would also consider additional performance standards complimentary to
noise figure.

FCC Establishes UHF
Comparability Task Force
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The commission
has established a UHF Comparability
Task Force and initiated an inquiry to
analyze the many possibilities for
improved UHF television service.
The FCC stated that parity between

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Federal

UHF (channels 14-83) and VHF (channels 2-13) television was not an end in
itself, but a means for accomplishing

Communications Commission has
initiated an inquiry into the need for

other goals such as increasing the
number of UHF TV viewers.

incorporating television receiver performance standards into its rules.
The FCC stated that UHF noise
figure and peak picture sensitivity are

The commission said larger UHF
audiences should cause an increase in
the revenues and profits of existing
(Cont'd on page 23)

Tower plastic cable clips.
Plated, hardened, flat headed steel
masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
Sold by leading distributors throughout the country.
Write for samples and descriptive literature today,
giving names of your supplier:
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1401 Legendre St. W., Suite 106
Montreal, Quebec H4N 2S2 Tel. 514-381-8861
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MICROWAVE
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TVRO

CARS

Texsèan's microwave down converter permits measurement in the MDS (2.1 GHZ) TVRO (3.7 GHZ) and
CARS (12.7 GHZ) band with existing VHF test equipment. Spectrum analysis, signal strength and even
microwave sweeping are possible with the MDC-3.
Available as an option are three bandpass filters which
speed and simplify the measurement process. The filter
kit is required for sweep operation. The MDC-3 has a
calibrated insertion loss and adjustable local oscillator
for each band. Other frequencies are available.

Tenon
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From Washington
Our capabilities
are out of this world

Has CPB Pulled
A Fast One?
By Pat Gushman,
Washington Bureau Chief

enable NPR to use the existing 11meter antennas now licensed to PBS.
NPR also plans to construct atransmit/
receive 4.5-meter antenna for additional flexibility. The costs for implementing the plan are estimated at approximately $16.6 million.
Officials at NPR and its members

At one fell swoop, the FCC has

across the country are extremely

approved nearly 200 earth stations for
use by noncommercial radio. Do CPB

excited about the prospects. And, it

and NPR know something cable
doesn't, or will this industry soon be

siveness of noncommercial radio might
provide greater impetus to the cable

getting the same kind of treatment?

F

ollowing a plan formulated by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting and National Public Radio, the

•
But you don't have to be
Comsearch. Inc in one year has
established itself as aleader in the
satellite communications industry. We
specialize in Frequency coordination
if satellite earth stations
And our clients think our services are
nit of this world, because of our rapid
response to solving their problems. our
...ipable and experienced staff and our
.imputer system functions
We re proud of our record of accomplishments
n this highly technical field and were
rust as proud of the companies we are
ism servicing, because you've got to be the
best to have the biggest and the best
fir Clients Comsearch. Inc sclient list
•
speaks for our capabilities
Motorola
Storer Cable T V Corp
Tele Communications. Inc
Warner Cable Corp
Cox Cable Communication
Chnsnan Broadcasting Network
••
American Television and Communications Corp
Southern Satellites Systems. Inc
MCI Telecommunications
Fannon Electric Company
GTE Lenkun
Tnnity Broadcasting Network

Frequency Coordination
Point to Point Microwave
Satellite Earth Station
At Comwarch. Inc. our Capabilities are
rit r
if this world but we carry on
pet.
..items at our earth base
Ir ii ate(' at 2936 Chain Bridge Road
Oakton. Virginia 22124 (703) 281-5550
Fir information about atotal
freguency Coordination package unite
rall Harry Stemple. President

omsearch, nc
2936 Chain Bodge Road
Oakton Virginia 22124
(703) 281-5550
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Federal Communications Commission
has authorized construction and operation of domestic satellite earth stations as a part of a system to interconnect approximately 192 noncommercial radio stations throughout the
United States, Puerto Rico and the U.S.
Virgin Islands. The necessary channels
of service will be provided by Westar.
When fully implemented, the system will incorporate about 177 receiveonly earth stations. Each earth station
will be equipped to receive four audio
program channels of 15 kHz bandwidth, a pair of which can be made to
distribute stereophonic channels. The
system will have the capacity to distribute 12 audio channels simultaneously
and four of which can then be selected
by the earth station operator.
The earth stations will be licensed to
the individual operators with the ex-

has been suggested that the aggres-

industry to go along with a marriage of
cable and public broadcasting sought
after by the Administration, NTIA and
some CPB directors.
FCC Commissioner Joseph R. Fogarty referred to the multiple grant of
licenses for the project, though similar
to what happened with respect to
public television stations, a "milestone
in telecommunications."
"The commission's disposition of
these applications also demonstrates,"
Fogarty said, "meritorious flexibility in
its use of streamlined regulatory procedures to allow review of the CPB/
NPR proposal without the unnecessary requirement of repetitive financial
and technical showings for each of the
192 earth station applications."
When this got around, C-ED heard
from callers wondering if CPB had
pulled a fast one. Granted radio is not
television. And when was the last time
a single entity filed on behalf of 177
applicants at one whack? The answer
again is CPB which had accomplished
basically the same thing with its

ception of the main origination term-

receivers for the noncommercial tele-

inal (MOT) licensed to the Public
Broadcasting Service and located

vision stations carrying PBS. But,
rather than "pulling a fast one," CPB

adjacent to the uplink built by the

and NPR have done only what some

Cable Satellite Public Affairs Network
near Washington, D.C. In addition to
the MOT, up to 15 transmit/receive 4.5meter antennas also will be included to
provide regional origination. The
remaining receive locations will be
served through the cooperative use of
existing ten-meter earth stations now

MSO's have been doing; filing composite corporate financial and supporting materials with their individual
applications and saving time and
money on paperwork.
So, rather than stretch this CPB/
NPR thing to the limit, let's just hope
the rhetoric applied to the creation of

authorized as part of the PBS/CPB

this new radio network is indicative of

television

what is to come from the commission's
new inquiry into the general deregula-

program

distribution sys-

tem, or by means of the newly constructed receive only stations.
The MOT (WD35) will be modified
with additional transmitters, receivers,
monitors and associated equipment to

tion of earth stations (CC Docket 78 374). By the way, March 23 is the
deadline for filing initial comments in
this proceeding.

(Cont'd from page 20)
UHF stations, encourage the establishment of additional new stations, increase the number, quality and diversity
of television programs available, and

electronics

encourage other goals such as local
programming and minority ownership
and operation.
The FCC said a fundamental assumption of the inquiry was that
viewers considered the technical aspects of UHF reception to be inferior to
VHF reception. A second assumption
was that UHF viewer satisfaction
would rise and the audience for UHF
programs would increase if UHF picture quality were equal to VHF quality.

405 N. EARL AVE.
LAFAYETTE, IND. 47904

SIDING
CLIPS

AERIAL
SUPPORT
TIE

In evaluating the cost versus benefit
of improvements to UHF reception, the
Task Force will develop information for
a wide range of criteria, including:
• Technical feasibility of the
improvement.
• Increased viewer satisfaction.
• Effect on immediate and longterm licensee viability.
• Cost to manufacturers and
consumers.
• Impact on utilization of the
spectrum and on innovation.
• Cost of administering the

Attaches CATV Coaxial or Telephone
Cable to the support strand to form the
expansion loop and keep equipment and
cables clear of pole hardware.

improvements.

FCC Extends Life of Two
Federal Advisory Committees
WASHINGTON,

D.C.—The commis-

sion has extended the life of the
Advisory Committee for Cable Signal
Leakage (ACCSL) for an additional
two years—until February 1981—and
the Radio Technical Commission for
Marine Services (RTCM) for nine

Attaches CATV coaxial cable to buildings having Pittsburgh Interlock type
aluminum or steel siding.

Phone Free

800-428-7596

• For RG-59/U type CATV cable
installations
• Fast, easy and economical to use
• No drilling or nailing; eliminate
subscriber complaints
• One-piece, nylon construction will
not corrode or discolor siding
• Snug fit and low profile keeps
Installation neat
• Available In Weather-Resistant
Black Nylon

Support Strand
Max D.
32 (8 1mrn)
M IA Dla
22 (56 mm)

months—until October 1979.
The ACCSL was established by the
Cable Television Bureau last February
as part of a cooperative research
program to explore propagation
mechanisms for leakage signals, main-

RUIDUITconp

tenance and enforcement procedures
and monitoring techniques.
The FCC, in cooperation with the
Federal Aviation

Administration, the

National Telecommunications and
Information Administration of the
Department

of

Assembled 5,5W

Commerce

and

the

National Cable Television Association,
carries out research to provide the
necessary basis for rules to prevent
harmful interference to aeronautical
navigation and safety radio services
while, at the same time,

Panduit
Part Number

Cable or
Bundle Diameter

Approx..
Length

Approx.
Width

Min. Loop
Tensile
Strength (N)

MM.

Max.

AST 10-5-CO

.50" (12.7)

1" (25.4)

5.6 "(142)

.45 "(11.4)

125 I
bs (556)

AST 15-5-CO

.50" (12.7)

1.5" (38.1)

6.9" (175)

.45" (11.4)

125 lbs (556)

AST 20-5-CO

.50" (12.7)

2" (50.8)

8.4" (214)

.45" (11.4)

permitting

cable systems to make maximum use
of the aeronautical radio bands. The

AST 25-5-CO

.50" (12.7)

2.5" (63.5)

10.0" (254)

.45" (11.4)

125 lbs (556)
- - 125 lbs (556)
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ACCSL assists in designing the research plan, monitoring progress of
the research and recommending areas
for additional study.
The

"PANORAMA '79" and will

be pre-

vision, Sammons Communications,
Elizabeth CATV, Cablevision of New
Jersey (Bergenfield), Cablevision of

sented by the Lions Clubs of northern
New Jersey and the Electronic Information and Education Service of New

ATOM serves as a national

Jersey (EIES) to support blind persons

forum for the exchange of views and
technical information between govern-

through blind assistance programs.
This exciting Cablethon will begin

ment and industry representatives

following the Madison Square Garden

involved in marine telecommunications.
It presently is involved in studying

New Jersey Nets/New York Knickerbocker's cablecast on Saturday.

future frequency requirements for the
Maritime Mobile Service, standards for

February 24th and will continue for 21
hours to the beginning of the Madison

measuring

New Jersey (Hoboken & North Bergen), Plainfield Cablevision, Cross
Country Cable, Vision Cable, Middlesex Cable, CATV Service Company
and Suburban Cablevision.

Loran-C receiving equip-

Square Garden New York Islanders/

State of Alaska and
Robert Wold Company
Sign Agreement

ment, automated radio telephone
systems, numerical identification of
stations in the marine telecommunication systems and minimum performance

New York Rangers game on Sunday,
February 25th. Throughout the course
of this Cablethon, show personalities,

agreement with Robert Wold Company,

sports figures, labor representatives

standards for marine omega receiving
equipment.

and politicians will be appearing to
help project the PANORAMA '79 mes-

Cable Systems of North
Jersey Networking Together
For Fund-Raising Cablethon
EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY—On
February 24th and 25th, the cable
television systems in the North Jersey
area will be networking together to
carry an important event to 180,000
cable households. The event is called,

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA—An
Inc. to manage Alaska's publiclyfunded Television Network Project
was signed recently by officials of the

sage to the audience. Lion members of
District 16A and 16F clubs will be seeking
participation, contributions,
behalf of this cause.
The systems participating

etc.

company and the state of Alaska,
announced company President Robert
N. Wold.

on

Wold also announced the establishment of an Alaska office at 3201 C
Street, Suite 201, Anchorage, Alaska

in the

networking of the event are also
providing funds, equipment and personnel to the extent of approximately
$40,000 collectively, to support the
tele -production costs.

99503. A staff headed by Wold as
acting director will include two Anchorage residents.
The agreement embraces several
functions vital to the state's unique TV

The systems involved are: UA Columbia Cablevision, Morris Cable-

Network Project. Wold will organize

WE DIDN'T PUT 9 LIGHTNING PROTECTION POINTS INTO
OUR SX-0500 PREAMP TO SAVE OURSELVES MONEY...
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a charge of $10 for labor and cost of parts. We don't think you'll find that kind of warranty on any
other preamp from any other manufacturer.
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INCLUDING
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SOURCE.

complete with mounting

hardware.

The gain and low noise figure of Q-bit's SX-0500 VHF Preamplifier has made it the
leader in the field, but compare these equally important operational features:
LIGHTNING AND SURGE

PROTECTION at nine points in the antenna preamp

and power source.
STABLE AND

RELIABLE OPERATION

FROM -50°F to +140'F because ad-

ditional transistors are used to bias the RF transistors.

Any transistor can be

changed without any realignment.
SELECTIVE

CHANNEL

FILTERING

WITH

LOW

DELAY

DISTORTION

and

buffered from input/output interfaces.
INDIVIDUAL TEST

DATA SUPPLIED

WITH

EACH

UNIT.

Each

amplifier

noise figure is measured with a certified AIL noise source
HIGH LEVEL OUTPUT STAGES FOR LOW INTERMODULATION DISTORTION.
POWER SOURCE

TEST

POINTS

permit
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system

tests

without

disturbing operations.
In addition to 30 dB UHF single and broadband Preamplifiers, Q-bit now offers
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U.S. Patents and Licenses: 4,042,887; 3,624,536

and implement the TV Network's pro-

is delivered 12 hours daily via the RCA

gram schedule, coordinating with

Satcom II satellite, and this signal is

tuning positions are never required in

broadcasting stations, cable systems,
educational institutions and rural

broadcast at each location by speciallylicensed ten-watt transmitters known

any one locality and it has accordingly
accepted and certified as meeting the

representatives plus national networks
and other program distributors.

as "mini-TV stations."

all-channel requirement, receivers
with less than 82 tuning positions. The

Wold will also administrate the
state's satellite facilities contract with

The

FCC

recognizes that

all

82

commission uses the phrase "tuning

Minimum Number of Tuning
Positions for a TV Receiver

positions" to encompass all types of
tuning mechanisms—the rotary dial,

WASHINGTON, D.C.—The Communications Act of 1934, as amended,

the pushbutton or acombination of the
two.
The VHF dial commonly provides a

Broadcasting Commission.

requires each TV receiver to be capable

tuning position for each of the 12 VHF

Wold Company will be responsible
to Governor Hammond's Office of

of adequately receiving all the 82

TV channels. If the UHF dial provides
less than 70 tuning positions (one for

RCA Alascom and provide traffic
operations instructions to RCA and to
the operator of the Network's program
origination center, Alaska Public

Telecommunications which has been

channels that the commission has
allocated for television broadcasting.

each of the 70 allocated UHF channels),

administrating the TV Project since its
inception.

[47 U.S.C. 303(s). 330] This legal
requirement is carried over into Sec-

it must provide aminimum of six tuning
positions. [47 CFR 15.68(b)(1)] If 12 or

tion 15.65 of the FCC Rules.
Preferably, all-channel reception

fewer UHF tuning positions are provided, each position shall be readily

capability should be accomplished

adjustable to any UHF channel by the
user without the use of tools. The
resetability shall be sufficiently accurate to avoid the need for fine tuning.
If more than 12 but less than 70 tuning

Alaska's TV Network

Project, the

only such program in the United
States, was spawned by a state-funded
satellite telecommunications plan
begun in 1975 with installation of 100
small earth stations in remote communities and villages, most of which had
no telephone service and were badly in
need of voice communications. About
40 of the earth stations subsequently
have been equipped to receive TV as
well as message traffic.
A single channel of TV programming

with a tuning mechanism providing
either an accurately tuned detented
tuning position for each of channels 283 inclusive, or pushbuttons making it
possible to select each of the channels
2-83 inclusive without adjustment.
This requirement is commonly
satisfied with two rotary dials with
detents—one for the 12 VHF channels,
the other for the 70 UHF channels.

positions are provided, each position
may be arranged to cover part of the 70
UHF channels. However, sufficient
overlap should be provided so that a
receiver can be set up to receive all the
channels that may be available.
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Order Now, Delivery From Stock.
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inc.
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V

Interfacing Cable Television and
Broadcast Subscription Television

By Early D. Monroe, Jr.
Federal Communications Commission

can occur, and what can be done to
minimize piracy.

Cable Television Bureau
Policy Review and Development

Converter-Cable-System (C-C-S)

Parts I and 11 of Early Monroe's
"Interfacing Cable Television and

As can be seen from Figure 1, the
C-C-S system utilizes a set top converter as an input to the subscriber

Broadcast

television

Subscription

Television"

appeared in the 1978 November and
December issues of C-ED, respectively.
The first two sections of the article

receiver.

The

cable

con-

verter is a well-shielded unit, containing

thetical encoding and decoding techniques which could be proposed by
broadcast subscription television; and
how interfacing can be accomplished.
The last part of this article discusses

atuner which is utilized in place of the
receiver's tuner. The Converter-CableSystem is utilized primarily in areas
requiring cable systems with large
channel capacities, and/or in areas
where a number of television broadcast stations furnish strong off-air
signals which can be picked up by the
television receiver absent the receiver's
own antenna. There may be afew C-C-

the circumstances under which piracy

S systems providing subscribers with

addressed some of the technical, compatibility problems between various
types of cable systems; specific hypo-

converters capable of receiving a
premium channel, but not yet providing
that programming. In such cases the
C-C-S operator could simply unscramble the signal at the headend and
deliver the signal to interested subscribers on avacant premium channel.
If the system is already offering a
premium program service, adding the
BSTV premium signal would involve
the most difficult interfacing problems
and the greatest equipment expense.
Additional or modified equipment at
both the headend and the subscriber's
receiver would be necessary because
of the type of decoders and converters
currently in use. Most converters now
in use only have circuitry capable of
decoding one scrambled channel.
Therefore,

the

addition

of

a BSTV

premium signal would necessitate the
addition of more unscrambling equipment at the headend and asecond piece
of equipment, the
scriber's terminal
Carriage and
BSTV premium

decoder, at the sub(see Figure 2).
unscrambling of a
signal on a C-C-S

system can be accomplished by unscrambling at the headend or at the
subscriber's terminal. Unscrambling at
the C-C-S headend can be accomplished by either: 1) distributing the
unscrambled

BSTV

premium

signal

on a mid- or super-band channel and
furnishing interested subscribers with
a special converter on a key and/or
card which allows the subscriber to
Figure 1
Converter-Cable-System
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access the mid- or super-band channel
containing the BSTV programming; or
2) unscrambling the BSTV premium

matching transformer which interfaces
the 75 ohm decoder to the 300 ohm
antenna terminal of the television
receiver. A cable subscriber wishing to
view the BSTV premium program
would tune the cable converter to the
channel on which the BSTV signal is
being distributed by the cable system,
thereby viewing a scrambled signal
until the decoder is activated to unscramble the signal.
Off-Air Reception of BSTV
Signal by Cable Subscriber
Channel. 2.13. A-I (120-174 MHz). and J.W (216.

Another alternate way to interface

MHz)

the BSTV premium signal with the
cable system is to install a separate
BSTV station antenna at the cable

Trunk Cable

0.51. Needond

subscriber's terminal (see Figure 3).
This technique involves installing a

Feeder Cable

Ch.3

Drop Ca.

Cable
Converter

UHF antenna at the subscriber terminal where the antenna output lead
consists of a 75 ohm coaxial cable

Cede
Dee.«
For BSTV
Sledon

1

attached to a converter/decoder input
jack. The converter/decoder unit con-

76/300

verts the BSTV, UHF signal to avacant
VHF channel, using Channel 3. The

00

Che 2.13. A-1, J-VI

signal is unscrambled by the decoder
in this unit and sent through the VHF

Figure 2
Converter-Cable-System and BSTV Premium Decoder
signal and then rescrambling the BSTV
station's premium signal at the cable
headend for distribution to subscribers

air signals from infiltrating the cable
signals to cause interference. Therefore, the problem facing the S-C-N-C
and M-C-S-S operators in adhering to

output terminal.
The converter/decoder VHF output
terminal is a 75 ohm coaxial cable. This
output lead can then be interfaced with
the cable subscriber's receiverthrough
an "A" and "B" switch connected to a
75/300 ohm matching transformer

equipped with a BSTV decoder in
addition to the cable converter.
Figure 2 indicates how the latter

the cable technical standard specified
in Section 76.605(a)(12) will also face

unscrambling method can be accom-

the C-C-S operator. The decoder is

plished. The BSTV decoder must be

equipped with 75 ohm input and output
leads similar to the cable converter.

system service which may include a

The 75 ohm output of the cable converter is attached to the 75 ohm input of
the decoder, and the 75 ohm output of

BSTV station premium programming
over the same receiver. It does, however, call for a specific installation,

the decoder must be connected to a

maintenance, and service agreement

placed in series with the cable converter,
and the cable subscriber now becomes
functionally dependent on the cable
converter and the BSTV decoder. The
BSTV decoder is transparent and

attached to the receiver antenna terminal. This technique allows the subscriber to receive both the cable
pay cable channel and also receive the

activated only when the decoder switch
is tuned to the premium channel. It
simply acts as a non-active passive
device for all other channels distributed over the cable system. However, the subscriber's access to all
television could depend on whether
this BSTV decoder operates free of any
malfunctions.
The BSTV decoder, installed as
depicted in Figure 2 will increase the
possibility of signal leakage from all
channels, including the BSTV channel,
passing through this decoder. While
the typical decoder does not contain
an oscillator capable of radiating a
signal, it must be well shielded to
preclude the cable signal from radiating, and simultaneously prevent off-

Figure 3
Off-Air Reception of BSTV Signal by Cable Subscriber
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between the cable operator and the
BSTV station to avoid the possibility of
having service delays or conflicts
between the two services. The subscriber should in no way be caught
between the two services when there is
a malfunction or a complaint from a

by open circuited or short-circuited
subscriber terminals from producing
visible picture impairments on the
cable signals.
It is suggested, because of the close
proximity of the two terminals, that the

per meter at adistance of ten feet from
the cable when utilizing channels
between 54 and 216 MHz to distribute
its programming. It should be pointed
out that once this switch is installed
and a complaint from an off-air, non-

subscriber terminal.

for the off-air BSTV system at the cable

cable subscriber alleges interference,
it would be virtually impossible to

Since both services are using a
converter, the converter's output chan-

subscriber's terminal. In addition, the
BSTV system radiation must be sub-

at fault.

nels may be identical depending on
what off-air channel is vacant in the

stantially reduced so as not to cause

area. Therefore, the BSTV converter/

other receiver off-air reception. The

decoder unit must furnish sufficient
isolation to prevent reflections caused

cable system, as indicated above, must
not radiate in excess of 20 microvolts

isolation be in the vicinity of 50-60 dB

interference to the cable system or any

determine which one of the systems is
This further demonstrates the
necessity for a service agreement
between the systems. This BSTV offair system appears to be compatible
with all three types of cable systems
regardless of the STV-Model system
utilized by the BSTV station. However,
in the M-C-S-S system a three-way
selector switch would have to be used
with a dual cable system.
Multiple BSTV Station
In the Cable Community
While the technical compatibility
problems of interfacing cable with a
single BSTV station are major, these
problems become more unclear when
two or more BSTV stations placing
Grade B signals over the cable community may require carriage on the
cable system. The commission on
December 15, 1977 adopted aNotice of
Proposed Rule Making in Docket
21502 in which it was stated: "Because
of the significant interest presently
being shown by broadcasters and the
public in the operation of BSTV stations and the development of the
industry since ...1969, we are proposing to consider a change in the
'one-to-a-community' requirement

MOD

KITS®

THETA-COM XR2HM BMK - 213
HAVE COMPETITORS BUT NO COMPETITION
SPECIFICATIONS
20 CH FLAT +45 dBMV
X-MOD. -72 dB
T.B. -90dB
S.O. -70dB
N.F. -8dB
PRICE $86.00 NET

specified in Section 73.642(a)(3) ..."
Regardless of whether or not the
commission amends the "one-to-acommunity" rule, cable systems may
be receiving two or more BSTV stations with at least Grade A contour
signals over their cable communities
under the present rule. If the commission decides that cable systems must
carry BSTV station's premium programs, additional equipment will be
needed at both the cable headend and
subscriber's terminal. Since the premium encoding/decoding system discussed herein, as well as those already

See our card on page 29.

ill ROADBAND
NGINEERING, INC.
1525 Cypress Dr., Jupiter, Florida 33458
A
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approved by the commission are not
compatible, the subscriber's terminal
would have to be modified by either:
1) adecoder, whether connected to the
drop cable or connected to a separate
BSTV reception antenna for each
BSTV station carried on the system
(Cont. on page 31)

Em page 28)

ming in the cable community and some

Uested by a subscriber; 2)
I 3) a new unscrambling unit

cable subscribers may request one or
more additional premium channels

rave to be developed and
um the market replacing the

from the abundance of premium chan-

I
BSTV

This

multiple pre-

pnal converter must be capable
lying and decoding multiple
I
em program channels at the
,)er's terminal.
Untly, the cable converter is
liable of decoding one premium
U channel. When other premium
id channels are carried on the
1,
either:

1) adecoder is added in
the cable converter; 2) a

,with
used to weaken this extra
Im signal on the non-premium

iber's receiver who is not interlin paying for and/or receiving
i.tra premium signal, or 3) off-air
with the appropriated con'decoder must be installed.

i ia(s)

Ible systems should assume that
ire is a potential market for
re premium program channels,
Iof their cable subscribers may be
og to invest an additional $7.87 per
i
nn
In

above their average $7.50 per
basic cable subscription fee

suppliers using satellite); and MATV
systems in large apartments, hotels
and motels are presently offering
premium programming.

nels available.

decoder as well as the

Unverter.

channels (HBO and Viacom are two of
the largest national premium program

MDS stations can utilize two
adjacent channels in the top fifty

With little or no government interference cable systems operating in

markets. The band 2150-2156 MHz
is designated Channel 1 and is
available in all markets. The band

such diverse premium programming

2156-2162 MHz is designated Channel 2 and is available in the top 50

markets are not presently encountering
any difficult compatibility/interface
problems which are not being handled.

markets. Therefore, it is conceivable

Piracy

that many cable communities within
a 25-30 mile radius of the top 50

program subscription service. Manu-

markets could be receiving at least
two MDS stations offering different
programs on each station. As of
February 14, 1978 the FCC had
granted 169 MDS construction
permits throughout the country for
Channel 1. There are approximately
360 pending construction permit
applications on file and 51 MDS
stations licensed around the country.

Piracy is the curse of any premium
facturers are constantly examining
new encoding/decoding techniques
for their systems to minimize piracy.
Nevertheless, piracy continues to
occur. It is possible for a BSTV station
signal utilizing either the STV Model-1,
2 or 3 system to be pirated. However,
pirating may be easier and faster on the
STV Model-3 system and much more
difficult to virtually impossible on the

It appears that a major market area

STV Model-1 and 2 systems, respectively. In any event, pirating the BSTV

could have the following compliment
of premium programs: two MDS sta-

station's signal by breaking the code
used by any of the hypothetical models

tions; two satellite premium program

would involve varying degrees of

I $7.87 for the premium cable
[am. (This fee was extracted from
IA's Pay Cable Fact Sheet Informa 'Bulletin and represents a"Typical
'Cable

Rate.") This would involve a
monthly fee of approximately

124 from those cable subscribers
ling to view at least two premium
lirams. At this monthly rate, one
not expect to have very many
itiple premium channel cable subs
. bers.

However, if the monthly cost
premium channel starts to decline

la rate where there could be a
lential market for multiple premium
[gram channels from cable subibers, the need for anew converter/
'coder unit capable of handling
Iiltiple
i comes

premium program channels
more pressing. In this regard,

i
n In this regard, there presently exists
°number of premium program comlinies attempting to make their prod -

Ut available to subscribers by using,
I addition to cable systems, other
Iistribution systems, [e.g., Multipoint
iistribution
29

Service

(MDS),

offers everything
an extra low loss
cable can.
III Extra low loss — 10% lower than first generation
gas injected cable
II Controlled adhesion for exceptional moisture
resistance and ideal stripability
• Dielectric retains its shape even under the
roughest handling and environmental conditions
• An effective way to lower overall system cost

Master

..ntenna Television (MATV) systems,

CERR

Lommon Carrier Satellites and Point-

COMMUNICATION
PRODUCTS

1)-Point Microwave, and BSTV statons]. It is conceivable that all the
above distribution systems could be
offering different premium program-

COAXIAL CAOLE/EIF DEVICES

Member of The Marmon Group
Halls ,i1111 Rd Freehold
12011 462.8700

N J 07728

See our card on page 30.
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sophisticated

electronic

equipment.

The equipment involved would proba-

BSTV station, eliminating the need to
make service requests well in advance

of local stations over cable systems
apply to carriage of BSTV premium
programs? Moreover, in a Third Fur-

bly be beyond the means of even the
most competent TV repairman. [Blon-

of premium program transmission.
• The functional dependence of the

ther Notice adopted on December 12,

der-Tongue in an information brochure

decoder on the BSTV station's control
signal. The absence of a command
signal directed at the decoder automatically causes the decoder to be-

cable systems operating within aBSTV
station's Grade B contour carry both

entitled How to Secure Your Pay TV
Investment, estimates that the technician would probably need more than
$15,000 of laboratory test equipment
and a master's degree in electrical
engineering to unscramble an en-

come disabled. Therefore, theft of the
decoder or failure to pay for service

coded audio and video system using
integrated circuits.] Pirating the signal

can be countered with a quick disabling of the decoder. This eliminates
the need to physically travel to the

is further complicated when the pre-

decoder site.

mium signal encoding is varied from
program to program as in the STV
Model-1 and 2 systems.
Unscrambling the STV Model-3
system involves the least knowledge of

It appears that unscrambling the
Model-2 system can only occur by
obtaining a decoder surrepetitiously
and then duplicating the command

1968, the commission proposed that

the coded and uncoded programming
of the BSTV station, exclusive of
decoding the coded signal at the cable
system headend. This Notice also
invited comments on a proposed rule
which stated that cable systems may
not extend the BSTV station's premium
programming beyond the station's
Grade B contour.
The BSTV station predicted that a
Grade B contour is simply that, a

signal from the BSTV station. How-

electronics and/or electrical engine-

predicted contour. It is astatistical tool

ever, as indicated in the beginning of

ering. In the STV Model-3 system, if the
interference signal impressed on the

this section, the BSTV premium signal
can be pirated even though the STV

used by the FCC to define an area
where 50 percent of the viewers,

normal composite video signal and the
intercarrier audio signal can be duplicated, the system can be defeated.
In the STV Model-1 system, which

Model-2 system furnishes the most
security. It appears that individuals

appears to be more secure than the
STV Model-3 system, more knowledge
of electronics is required to defeat this
system. Since this system uses an
inversion of the video raster in afixed
pattern, the pattern for the entire
vertical frame appears to be during the
vertical sync interval and/or is keyed
into the horizontal sync period. Therefore, it appears that the circuitry to
duplicate the decoder can be constructed by a competent electronic/
electrical engineer. If duplication of
the decoder and the coded program
select ticket can take place, the Model1system can be defeated.
The STV Model-2 system appears to
be the most secure although it is more
expensive. This system provides, simultaneously, features that the Model-1
and 3 systems cannot. The Model-2
system provides the following features
simu'taneously:
• Scrambling via inversion of some
of the horizontal scan lines, producing
a fuzzy picture which is unpleasant to
watch. This method is undetectable by
electrical means. This is not true for the
Model-1 and 3 systems.

who surreptitiously obtain a decoder
for the Model-1 and 3 systems would
have access to the unscrambled premium programming. In the Model-1
system, it is not difficult to duplicate
the insert card. This form of piracy
appears to be the primary way BSTV
stations premium signals are being
pirated. When a BSTV premium program subscriber using a STV Model-1
or 3decoder moves from one location
to another within the station's service
area and illegally takes the decoder,
these decoders can easily be reconnected at the new location. Therefore, this former subscriber is now able
to view the BSTV decoder premium
programming without the knowledge
of the BSTV station. Illegally securing
a STV Model-2 decoder would not
automatically allow the person to view
the decoded premium programming. It
appears, therfore, that pirating can be
virtually eliminated when the STV
Model-2 system is utilized.

the cable

systems ability to receive a good
quality BSTV station signal?
The

proposed

commission

rules

• Specific program control of video
and audio scrambling at the station.

regarding carriage of the BSTV station's
signal by cable systems have been

This allows the BSTV station to "turn
on" or "turn off" a large number of
subscribers' decoders every minute.

directed at the station's predicted

• Two-way communication is provided by telephone lines. This allows
service requests from the subscriber to
travel, by telephone interface, to the
32 C-ED March '79

the commission in the past to determine the actual availability and quality
of atelevision station's signal in agiven
area. Because of the terrain in certain
of situations where communities located only a few miles from television
stations have been unable to receive
these stations' off-air signals even
though the community was well within
the station's predicted Grade A and B
contours.
In addition, there is no way, absent
actual field tests, to determine whether
the BSTV station premium signal
coverage extends as far as the nonpremium signal of a BSTV station.
Under Section 73.644(b)(4), the BSTV
station is precluded from transmitting
its premium and non-premium programs at different signal strengths.
The rule states:

What problem would a mandatory
carriage rule have on

having an outdoor antenna 30 feet
high, can expect satisfactory reception
90 percent of the time. The Grade B
contour reveals nothing regarding the
actual availability of a television station's signal in agiven area. Actual field
strength measurements and/or visual
observation are techniques utilized by

Grade B contour. On March 21, 1966,
the FCC adopted a Further Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking and Notice of
Inquiry in Docket No. 11279, and
invited comments on the question:
Would the rules on carriage of signals

The technical system shall enable
stations transmitting subscription
television programs to produce
visual and aural signal coverage and
receive program quality not significantly inferior, in the judgment of
the commission, to that produced
by stations using the normal ...
transmission standards ...without
employing additional effective radiated power for either the visual and
aural signals.
Moreover, the quality of the STV

signal must not be degraded as refer-

Cable systems re-transmitting tele-

policy and/or a set of rules at this time

enced in Section 73.644(b)(5) as follows:

vision translator stations must maintain the visual carrier frequency 1.25

may result in curtailing the technologi-

The encoded visual and aural programs shall be recoverable without
perceptible

degradation

as

com-

pared to the same programs transmitted in accordance with commission monochrome and color
standards.
With the diversity of encoding/
decoding systems on the market, and
since there are only two

operating

BSTV stations in the country, the
commission should probably allow
ample time to elapse to assess the
practical feasibility of BSTV stations'
compliance with Sections 73.644(b)
(4) and (5) of the Rules. Therefore, it
would be premature without additional
research for the commission to formulate rules on cable carriage of BSTV
premium programming based on the
station's present Grade A and B
contours.

MHz t 25 kHz above the lower frequency boundary of the cable television channel when the first adjacent
cable channels to the channel carrying
the translator are used. [Section
76.605(a) (2) affords some relief to
cable systems when the cable: 1)
signal is received by means of a
translator and 2) does not carry signal
on either of the first adjacent chan-

cal developments occuring in both the
BSTV premium system and the cable
system markets. Ibelieve that it would
be premature, without further research,
for the commission to get involved at
this time. With technology changing at
such a rapid pace, it is not unreasonable to assume that a reasonably
priced, multiple premium signal unit at
the subscriber's terminal could be available within a few years.

nels in frequency to the channel on

Cable operators should monitor

which the translator signal is carried.

closely any attempt by the commission
to: 1) standardize BSTV premium

In this case the visual carrier frequency
shall be maintained 1.25 MHz +(25 +T)
kHz above the lower frequency boundary of the cable television channel
where T is the frequency tolerance in
kHz allowed the television broadcast
translator pursuant to 74.761 of the
Rules.] Because the 100 watt translator's frequency tolerance can vary as
much as t 178 kHz for Channel 83,

systems; 2) formulate additional or
modified technical standards for BSTV
premium encoder/decoder systems,
and 3) establish a policy and/or specific rules regarding mandatory carriage
of BSTV station premium signals over
cable systems. Moreover, cable systems should also: 1) monitor attempts
by new and existing operating stations
to interface their premium programming
with cable subscribers within their

Translator
When 100 watt television translator

cable operators are required to capture
this t178frequencyt01erance signal in

stations are used to rebroadcast a
BSTV station signal, problems regarding the formulation of mandatory

a t 25 kHz window and thereafter,

service area, 2) comment on, and

deliver this translator signal to the
subscriber's terminal with the visual

furnish technical

carriage rules become more complex.

carriage frequency 1.25 MHz t25 kHz.

Presently, cable systems are required
to carry 100 watt translators licensed to
the cable community. One problem

With the commission adoption on
December 8, 1977 of the Report and
Order in Docket 20539, FCC 77-836, 67
FCC 2d Pamphlet 3, 43 F.R. 1943

confronting cable systems is the translator frequency tolerance. Section
74.761(a) of the commission's Rules
states that a transmitter rated at not
more than 100 watts peak visual power
shall maintain the output frequency
within 0.02 percent of the visual carrier
and the aural carrier center frequencies for the assigned translator channel. This translator tolerance has been
especially troublesome to cable television systems.

data

in,

any pro-

ceeding from, or submitted to the
commission regarding cable carriage
of a BSTV station premium programming, and 3) assist equipment manufacturers of both encoding/decoding
and cable equipment in developing a
multiple premium signal unit for the

allowing translators to use modulation
when a television signal is transported

cable subscriber's terminal.

to a translator by FM microwave, the
quality of the BSTV station signal

Note: Statements which have appeared
in this paper .are those of the author

traveling via translator becomes a
critical issue for cable systems. Each
demodulation/remodulation step in a
television system affects the quality of
the signal. Therefore, cable systems
that receive aBSTV station signal via a

munications Commission. *ED
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Grounding and BondingWhy and How
By James W. Stilwell, vice president of Engineering
Development, Communications Properties, Inc./TM

roof attachments come under Section 10, covering antennas
exposed to lightning.

ATV system construction is required to conform with
various applicable safety codes, as specified by federal

C

standby generators, etc., are covered elsewhere in the
National Electrical Code sections.

state, county or local municipal agencies. A CATV fran-

• The NEC, Section 820, relates specifically to our
coaxial transmission cables entering and serving buildings.
The 1968 NEC code included the first listing of grounding

• Electrical installations in our headend buildings,

chise ordinance usually lists both the National Electrical
Safety Code (NESC), and the National Electrical Code
(NEC).
The National Electrical Safety Code applies generally to
construction along public rights-of-way or thoroughfares.
Pole attachment agreements with local power and telephone
utilities incorporate NESC requirements in their pole line
construction drawing exhibits. The CATV operator is
automatically guided by this means.
The National Electrical Code, however, may not be as well
understood by the CATV system personnel. This code is
prepared under the auspices of the National Fire Protection
Association, and is, in itself, only an advisory set of rules. It
becomes an applicable law when adopted by a regulatory
body, such as a state, county or local municipal agency.
Administration of this code s usually handled by the local
electrical inspector.
It is important to realize that CATV insurance coverage
assumes conformance with all applicable safety codes,
regardless of a lack of local administration or monitoring of
the NEC requirements.
CATV was recognized, initially, in the 1968 NEC code,
under a new separate Section 820, because its use of coaxial
conductors did not fall under Section 800, Communications,
or 810, Radio and Antenna Systems.
It should be understood that various portions of CATV
systems fall under other NEC code sections:
• Towers with their grounding requirements and building

requirements for CATV house drops. Initially, the CATV
industry practice had been to interpret the grounding of
house drops to be adequately covered to the use of separate
driven ground rods. A close examination of the NEC Section
820 Priority Listing of Grounding Methods, however,
indicates that ground rods are to be considered last and then
a bond is to be installed to connect the ground rod to the
building ground electrode system.
The intent of the code requirements for grounding of
house drops was to protect the TD receiver end of the aerial
drop cable from hazardous voltages caused by lightning or
contact with primary power lines (over 300 volts), by
connection or bonding to a common building grounding
electrode. No potential voltage would then exist between the
house drop field and the power neutral.
During the past several years, CATV systems have begun
to follow the code specifications of grounding to the
common building system electrode waterpipe, such as
headed the grounding priority list in the 1978 NEC Code.
It was such systems that began to experience cases of
overheated drop cables, causing scorching of the house wall
to which the cable was attached. Some fires were also
reported to have been started by this condition.
The cause of this overheating was attributed to fault
currents resulting from high resistance or open in the power
service neutral connection. The use of aluminum service

Frank Bias on Grounding and Bonding

T

he method of using afusable element in the CATV

drop describes one of several ways residential
neutral currents may be kept off of CATV drop cable.

This method is comparatively expensive in that a new
component must be developed by manufacturers and
installed by the CATV operators. Experience in many
high lightning areas has shown that a simple ground
rod, not interconnected to any other grounding
system, provides adequate lightning protection with
neutral current limitations.
I believe this method should have more serious
consideration by the code committee since it is more
cost-effective and represents present successful practice. Regardless of what method is adopted for drop
grounding, there should be more definite and stringent
requirements for the common bonding of the CATV
strand, the telcos strand, and the power company
neutral at the utility pole to ensure the safety of

Frank Bias, director of engineering for Tele -Vue

personnel climbing the pole.

Systems.
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The Quality of Eagle:
A Rat
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CATV System Security
is our specialty at Eagle
Comtronics. We manufacture first
quality systems that make both sense
and money for our customers.
Quality Matters. Eagle equipment lasts longer
and gives you o greater return on your
investment. Scramblers, Descromblers, NotchFilter Traps ....
we use solid brass with
a heavy nickel plate. We even pot our

components for
unequaled temperature
stability.
Totally Affordable. You can
afford to invest in the best because
Eagle quality systems are competitively priced. Your CATV system
deserves the security o phone call to
Eagle can give it. Call us for the facts
and figures you need to know.

Eielf

COM

7841 West River Rood, P.O. Box 93
Phoenix, N.Y. 13135 (315-638-2586)

Tony Esposito on Grounding and Bonding
In New York State, the commission on cable
television has been particularly aggressive in enforcing the provisions of the National Electrical Code.
Specifically, Ibelieve its communications sections as
required under Section 820-7—CATV coaxial cable
must be grounded at the building premises as close to
the point of cable entry as is practical.
The commission ordered all cable companies to be
100 percent grounded two years ago. In Watertown,
N.Y., asituation developed where acable operator who
was having a difficult time entering homes began to
ground at the outside of the meter box. We ran into amajor
obstacle with Niagra-Mohawk, the power company servicing the area, which did not want the cable company to
continue grounding in this manner. We had several
meetings with the power company, with the commission
on cable television, with GE and several up-state cable
companies who were also grounding to the outside of a
meter box. We all thought it was a pretty good idea.
While we were meeting and discussing the power
company's position, the cable commission issued a
stay on the order to be 100 percent grounded. What we
did was to petition the NEC for an interpretation of the
particular grounding method we were using. Whatthey

Eagle
Quality
3i

PAY TV

SCRAMBLER
This generator is made to complement the Eagle
Model 2-DF outdoor decoding filters to form a system
that economically secures pay channel reception for
the CATV system operator.
This scrambler is designed to deliver the encoded
signal to the system without additional and possibly
expensive peripheral equipment.
1111111111111.1.111.1fflIR

said was yes and no. They believed our grounding was
proper, but they didn't believe our mechanical connections were adequate or designed to be used for
grounds. So, they turned us down. The power
company's feeling were that they really didn't want us
anywhere near that meter box. That's their gold mine,
and anybody coming near that meter is tampering with
their revenue source.
After that we were faced with the commission,
which had a standing order which was stayed and
extended for an additional 90-day period, which took
us through June 30, 1978. Presumably, all companies
by that time had a policy of 100 percent grounding all
new installs. Systematically, as a technician went out
he was also told to check the house to the left and right
to make sure there was a ground in place. We then
asked the commission to join us in petitioning the
national code for a change, a revision. They wouldn't
go quite that far. In October, 1978, they decided to cite
six cable systems located throughout New York state,
drop neutral conductors has resulted in problems at splicing
points:
• At secondary attachment.
• At service head at house.
• Within service equipment enclosure at ground
terminals.
Unbalanced neutral current can flow back through the

o

on outdoor-top mounted

DESCRAMDLER

Model 2-DF Is ruggedly constructed and potted for
temperature stability. The solid metal construction
eliminates any RFI leakage problems. Outdoor application
(Tap-Mounted) keeps it out of the hands of the subscriber.
It requires special tools for installation and removal,
making It tamper proof and theft proof.

o
r)

Miloommourou

NOTCH-FILTER TRAP

Eagle 2-NF is easy to install, hard to damage. Its'
tamper proof security shield protects against theft.
Special tools are required for installing and removing.
There's no problem with RFI leakage in the
Eagle Notch-Filter.

grounding conductors to the CATV grounding block and

CALL OR WRITE

then through the drop-cable sheath to the grounded tap and

FOR DATA OR SAMPLE

strand, which is bonded to the power neutral.
The present NEC Section 820-22 specifies a grounding
conductor from the CATV ground block to be aminimum of
18-gauge copper or a capacity equal to that of the outer
conductor of the coaxial house-drop cable. It is under these
relatively low capacity conditions that the overheating has
occurred due to excessive neutral fault currents.

EAGLE

P.O. BOX 93
Phoenix, N.Y. 13135
(315) 638-2586

COMTRONICS INC.
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some small, some part of larger MS0s, for grounding
safety violations. They imposed financial penalties of

equipment enclosure as close to the point of power
service entry as practical."
We're hoping that we can still get access to the

from $100 to $1,000 on these six systems. Their action
was immediately enjoined by the association as well as

outside meter box. The telephone companies, both

each of these companies which filed a petition to
reconsider. That's still up-in-the-air.

concepts. We had the Pennsylvania state association

At the same time, the association developed a
proposal for a grounding change in the NEC. Our
problem is that the changes that had to be submitted
last October, will only be considered as part of the 1981

N.Y. Telephone and AT&T, are supportive of our
join us and make asimilar request of the NEC people to
change the code. We're hoping that our proposal and
the reasons for grounding will be used favorably and
we'll get some code change, but we're not sure.

code because they [the NEC] go on athree-year cycle.

The NEC has a very elaborate schedule for

What we decided to do was propose achange to amend

reviewing the proposals (the proposals had to be in last

Section 250-80 by changing the existing title to

October). In January, 1979, the NEC reorganized its

Bonding of Piping System and Communications

panels; in February they're establishing a correlating

Systems, and adding anew sub-paragraph C which we

committee to review preliminary reports; in April each

entitled Communications Systems.
The new sub-paragraph C reads as follows:

of the code-making panels is going to prepare final
reports; and in June, they vote on it. Through August the

"Communications systems shall be bonded to the
grounded power service conductor on the external

NEC take comments, and November seems to be a
closing date for comments. In February, 1980, they

communications bonding terminal. This communications bonding terminal shall be located at the outside

take a final vote. In March, they print and distribute the

of the building premises or on an external service

proposed 1981 code. That's reviewed in May, and then
in September they publish the 1981 code.
What we've tried to do was make a very comprehensive change which impacted several committees.
We think we have a heck of a problem. Others
disagreed with our proposal, they wanted to focus
more on problems of fire. Ithink as awhole we just felt
so frustrated here in New York because we have an
aggressive cable commission that was enforcing the
then-existing national code which requires grounding
very clearly at all subscriber drops. We were trying to
comply in an innovative way. We felt we had no choice

"44rde

except to ask the code people to officially change and
adopt the policy that we were following. Right now
what the commission normally does each week is, they
have a technical testing van that visits, on a random
basis, various systems. One very major important part
of the van's visit to your system is to review very
carefully where you are in grounding. To help them
because they can't cover the whole state, just recently
the commission issued an order requiring all cable
companies to report precisely where they are in
grounding.
Other states probably aren't nearly as well grounded

Tony Esposito, executive director for the New York

as New York because they haven't had the attention

State CATV Association.

placed on it.

This potential condition has resulted in serious discus-

simply obtaining aground. Note that atypical ground rod,

sions and variation of opinions within the CATV industry as

ground resistance of 25 volts, could result in a 25,000 volt
potential to the power neutral under 1,000 ampere

to the best grounding procedures. It seems undesirable to
forego the overall safety advantages of the common
grounding electrode approach, though action is being taken
as follows:
1) Work is underway within the NEC Code-making panel
number 16, having jurisdiction over Section 820. This will
encompass the acceptance in the 1981 Code revision of
an

improved protector device that would fuse under

lightning surge conditions on the drop-cable.
3) Further analysis of the required cable shield or grounding
conductor capacities should be carried out. Consideration
may be given to supporting the cable away from
combustible surfaces.
In summary, we should realize that the advantage to be
gained from adherence to the various safety codes is as

conditions of excessive neutral fault currents. Safety
requirements of continued surge protection and failure

follows:

indication to assure proper placement will be required to

others.
• Reliability of our system services should be improved.
• Lower cost of system operations due to lower main-

obtain code adoption.
2) A further education of the CATV industry to ensure that
the need for common ground is more important than
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• Overall safety to

our employees, subscribers, and

tenance requirements. f•ED

The Total Quality
Program Concept
By Gene Lawrence, Manager
Quality Assurance
McDonnell Aircraft Company
St. Louis, Missouri
Gene Lawrence was the featured luncheon speaker at the
1978 SCTE/IEEE CA TV Reliability Conference. He has been
in the field of quality control for 31 years, working in both
commercial and government-type industries. He has held
positions as an inspector; inspection supervisor; quality
engineer; quality auditor; manager of quality audit; manager
of quality engineering; and, his present position with the
McDonnell Aircraft Company as manager, Quality Assurance,
F-18 Program. He has been with McDonnell Aircraft Company for more than 20 years.
Lawrence has served as a lecturer and teacher in the
quality field covering a wide array of subject matter. He
received his higher education at Washington University and
the University of Missouri.

W

quality was shifted to "foreman" quality. For the first time, we
found a supervisor placed over the individual operators and
that supervisor was made responsible for the quality of the
products produced. That was the second phase of the
evolution of quality. As mass production requirements came
about from the pressures of World War I, a so-called
inspector was introduced to the production scene.
The inspector was placed on the scene to do what? To
service that foreman's quality because the foreman got to the
point where he could not be made liable or responsible for
the work of the operators. It progressed in such afashion so
that the individual operator quality—craftsmanship—departed to some extent and the layers of foreman assumed the
responsibility.
The job got too big. The inspection phase flourished
during the 1920's and 1930's. World War II demanded such
high level masses of production that even the inspector
couldn't cope with the task assigned. Statistical quality
control was introduced. This involved sampling inspections
and the use of charting techniques. These were tools for the

e are all, regardless of the industry we are involved in,
pursuing the objective of reliability. Every new program

inspector and further divorced the individual from the
responsibility of producing quality work and again, the

that McDonnell Aircraft latches on to, such as the F-18
program, which is the naval fighter attack aircraft we are

individual pride of craftsmanship.
In the early 1960's a new phase of product quality was

presently designing and building, demands reliability. This
program demands reliability beyond any contract we have
previously been involved in—with tremendous mean-timebetween-failures in the terms of hours of hoped-for and
achieved reliability.
Every industry imaginable is looking for that higher

introduced. The government's involvement in the aerospace
industry caused it. In 1963, the Department of Defense

degree of reliability. Certainly, the cable television industry

introduced a MILQ9858A to the marketplace. The title of this
military specification is "Quality Program Requirements." It
introduced to all contracts with companies dealing with
government involvement: total involvement of all work

is looking for it. And cable, as in all other industries, cannot

disciplines within a given company. That military specification recognized that th è responsibility for quality cannot be

achieve reliability without quality and quality without reliability. The two go hand-in-hand.

lent to a small group of people but is held by the entire
company of people involved in the various activities required

It is unfortunate that in some industries, companies have

to complete the end item product.

separated these two topics—quality and reliability. If you ask
for a show of hands of "reliability experts" you'll see hands
raised with a pride in their own field of endeavor. "Quality
experts" will do the same. Both groups remain at astand-off
with each other. I'd like to trace the evolution of quality for
you here. Perhaps, by revealing and reviewing this part of
industrial history, we might understand why today we do
have product reliability problems in all industries and why it
is so difficult to achieve reliability.
Take a step back to the year 1900 and we find that in all
industries we stressed what was called "operator" quality.
There was no such thing as an organized force of people

Where Does Quality Start?
Where does quality start? Where does reliability start? It
starts on the drawing board with the engineer. You must give
that right of recognition to that starting point. That engineer
plays a tremendous role in product quality leading to
reliability. MILQ9858A recognized that. It introduced the
necessity for recognizing procurement-type people and the
role that they play in product quality lending to reliability.
Think about that for a second. Think of the sources
procurement people explore to get the piece-parts that you

safeguarding product quality. The individual operator was

need to produce the end product. For many years, nobody
recognized the intricate and massive responsibility of this

responsible for the quality of the products produced.

group of "operator" personnel within a company structure.

Then in the next few years, prior to World War I, industry

What about the manufacturer? In the early 1900's, when

blossomed and the personal operator responsibility for

that foreman was relieved of the responsibility for product
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quality and inspectors were brought onto the scene to assist
him, he was initially quite relieved. Anyone would have been.

involvement on the part of all of your personnel as to their

It was aburden off his back. The inspector was on the scene

absolute must. You see, you and Icaused this problem and

to find the errors.

we're the ones that moved the responsibilities from one

MILQ9858A brought respect and recognition back to

rightful role in product (or service) quality and reliability is an

person to another. People liked that. They thought it was job

industry. It recognized that within every company, no matter
how small or large, every person is involved in the company's

security.

operation.

place. That is why foreign companies are making inroads

But it's not job security. We have suffered in the market-

But, was this military specification the panacea? Not

into our economy. Look at Japan. Japan has got a quality

totally. Even in 1979 we are not there yet. Craftsmanship still
requires encouragement and the system breaking down over

set-up and reliability set-up second to none. They have

more than 70 years cannot be put back together overnight. It
may be 14 more years before industry overall completely
gets in tune with the set of requirements in MILQ9858A.

surpassed the United States and yet they got the idea
originally from us. They have just expanded on our idea, and
they've got it. They've put it to work for them.

Certainly the cable television industry could make good use

O. Iget the idea that if you're building for the military it
must "work" at any cost. If you're building for the private

of the document as a guideline for individual company
reliability programs. The specification is applicable to

marketplace, cost is the most important factor and whether it
works or not is secondary. That may be aharsh assessment

service industries as well as to manufacturing companies.

of the two differences, but could you comment on the
American buying public to the extent that they are willing to

Write to the Department of Defense and request acopy of the
specification. This MIL spec was written with everyone in
mind, regardless of the division or department within
companies, whether design engineering, purchasing,
manufacturing, marketing, or contracts—there isn't aperson
or ajob function in any given company th.at is not included in
the document.
Quality and reliability bring back the old "teamwork" spirit
between people in a given company or organization.
Recognizing individual worth and craftsmanship, signing
your name to your work as it were, is the name of the game of
reliability. Recognizing engineering as the primary starting
point for reliability and quality within your company is a

put quality second to price?
A. Iwill speculate and offer this comment. Ihave recently
read an article advising the American public that just
because something costs $2.98 instead of 98 cents doesn't
assure you of any better quality. So the price tag we're
affixing to the commodity purchased is a misnomer. Idon't
see any difference in the cost placed on the commercial
product versus the military product. At one time, yes, there
was adifference. It is no longer that way. We are operating on
a very strict budget. We are under the same constraints of
any other business.

sound beginning.

O. How can you get people back to the idea of craftsmanship?

Questions From the Cable Engineers
About Quality and Reliability.
O. How can we differentiate between the emphasis on
quality and the cost of quality?

A. By getting the word to all of the various disciplines on
the rightful role that they play in product quality and reliability. Once that is established, then we maintain a
continuous campaign to bring this in front of people. We did
it also through evening study classes offered by our

A. In our company we have established a system that
lends itself to charting and graphing cost related to effort but
it is based upon the ficticious dollar. For example, we might

company. We taught our people. We run audits lending them
to various divisions as to their role in reliability. We keep the
topic of reliability in front of our personnel.

put adollar value on every non-conforming document issued
throughout aprogram. It gains our attention as we watch the

O. What percentage of your work force is dedicated to
quality?

plotting of this graph. If we're on the upswing, we know that
we have an increase in non-conforming items, lending to the

A. I'd like to say 100 percent and that's what we're striving
for. But we do have an organized work force of quality-

need for better analysis, more corrective action or more

minded, focalized people and we represent six percent of our

effective correction action. We get as much good out of that

total work force.
But, we can go out and hire another six percent and that's
not going to ensure any greater quality. The idea Iwant to get

as if we would put the true dollar of that non-conforming cost
on that chart. This is permitted by the government, by the
way. Some people do not understand that. Quality cost is a
contractual obligation. Some companies feel that they've got

across to managers, engineers and manufacturers, opera-

to put the absolute finite cost in front of the government. That
is not true.

tors and procurement people, is to get in flow with me and
together we'll achieve the product quality leading to
reliability.

O. Is there aMIL spec less severe than 9858A? One that is
more applicable to the equipment we use where human life is

O. Are your quality assurance people the same people as
your inspection people?

not being affected?

A. Yes. The inspection people are part of the quality
assurance group.

A. That's MIL14520A. That's called "Inspection System
'Requirements." It contains much of the same requirements
as 9858A and is usually employed on less complex hardware.
Yet companies can still practice the philosophy of the quality

Q. Do you

have a specific method to turn people's

attitudes around and make a guy dig deeper and to get his

program concept in 9858A and still have a very successful

participation in quality and reliability programs?
A. Personal recognition. That is something we have all

4520A system.
Recognizing that smaller companies, less complex

overlooked. If Ican put you in the limelight or understanding
the role you play as an individual and you are recognized,

hardware usage or production a:: opposed to what my

that will turn you on and convert you immediately. You've got

company might be involved in—the idea of getting total

to tell people that their job is important. OED
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Cable Television
Inspection By
FOB Field Engineers
By John R. Hudak
Field Operations Bureau Staff
Federal Communications Commission
Engineers with the Federal Communications Commission's Field Operations Bureau have responsibility for

FOB Organization

Each of the FM/TV/CATV units is

The Field Operations Bureau is
composed of six regions, consisting of
31 district and limited offices, 13
monitoring stations and five special
enforcement facilities, each staffed
with electronic engineers and techni-

recent inspection findings and inspec-

cians. The regional boundaries and
location of individual facilities are
shown on Illustration 1.
There are also four FM/TV/CATV
enforcement units that specialize in
technical analysis of FM broadcast,
television broadcast and cable tele-

tion follow-up. Also, the cable operator's responsibilities in assisting with

vision systems. The home bases of
these units are as follows:

inspecting cable television systems.
This paper discusses the considerations of selecting asystem for inspection, the organization and responsibilities of FCC field units, some of the
general technical procedures followed,

sion engineering activities performed
in the field, including enforcement,
interference suppression and communications user liaison. Working with
CATV systems is nothing new to the
bureau. Our first experience was obtained in the fifties in radiation leakage
complaints involving TV interference

on-the-job training until journeyman

Norfolk District Office

level is obtained, usually in three years.
The inspector is a generalist working

Southern FM/TV/CATV Unit Powder Springs, Georgia
Monitoring Station

with marine, land mobile, broadcast,
aviation, citizens, cable television and
other services. After obtaining journey-

Central FM/TV/CATV Unit Kansas City District Office

man status, a specialty such as an FM/
TV/CATV unit might be selected or a
senior engineer classification
obtained.

Western FM/TV/CATV Unit San Francisco District Office

to nonsubscribers. At that time, restrictions were specified in Part 15 of

his career with the commission soon
after receiving a BS degree in Electrical
Engineering. Others are hired after
working in related fields in private
industry. The first assignment is a sixmonth comprehensive training course
that prcvides a broad overview of the
bureau's responsibilities and methods
of accomplishing those responsibilities.

Eastern FM/TV/CATV Unit -

T

cated test equipment and trained
engineer specialists.
An average FOB inspector begins

A duty station is next assigned and
career development continues through

the inspection are outlined.
he FCC Field Operations Bureau
(FOB) is responsible for commis-

approximately a $100,000.00 package
consisting of a 2.5-ton truck, sophisti-

FIELD OPERATIONS BUREAU

V

INSTALLATIONS

the FCC Rules and Regulations (Radio
Frequency Devices).
After the adoption of signal quality

75r ,

specifications, Part 74 and later Part 76
of the Rules and Regulations, our
FM/TV Enforcement Units routinely
began making complete system performance measurements. Other field
facilities began random inspections for
aone-year period during 1975, gather-

.9.11

......

ing data from performance measurements conducted by system operators

...... .........
......

.......

and also began and have continued,
making other inspections for cause.

1

.
;
17

More recently, several select field
facilities have concluded a survey to
determine the extent of cable television
radiation leakage. The findings of this
survey will be used to assist in analyzing cable TV's potential interference
to aircraft radio systems.

*

REGIONAL DIRECTORS

• - FIELD OFFICES
A - MONITORING STATIONS

• _ SPECIAL
_

ENFORCEMENT FACILITIES

LIMITED OFFICES

Illustration 1: Map showing location of FOB field installations.
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Low Cost CARS Band Microwave Systems
By Dana W. Archley, Jr. and Edmond J. Forbes
Microwave Associates, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts
raditionally, CATV operators have been using micro. waves to import channels from other areas by locating

the diode that bears his name in the middle sixties. This tiny
device has the property that when mounted in a small
resonant cavity and powered by approximately 10 volts of
DC, the DC is converted directly into useful readily modulated
microwave energy. For several years, these Gunn diode
oscillators have been also used as local oscillators in

a directional TV antenna at some strategic high point, and
bringing in its received signals by as many as five hops of

microwave superheterodyne receiver in more sophisticated
systems. Their use in communications systems up until a

either private or common carrier microwave to the cable

year ago has been somewhat limited due to their general
tendency to drift downward in frequency with increase in

headend. This particular use of microwaves remains
important but it is also now possible to bring in channels

temperature, thus requiring an oven for stable performance.

considered high quality from both atechnical and entertainment point of view via asatellite receive-only terminal for a
relatively modest investment.
The typical 1978 CATV network may well be ahybrid one
combining perhaps four imported channels using up to two
hops of microwave such as the low cost units to be described
in this paper, aTVRO terminal located in asite which may or
may not use some low cost microwave to transport say three
satellite-receive channels to the operator's headend and
possibly up to two hops to couple the TVRO output to other
headends either owned by the operator or cost-shared by
operators in readily accessible adjacent towns. Figure 1 is
one possible arrangement. The typical 1978 network will also
have up to three channels involving local origin of some sort.
For all the above uses, the selection of microwave vs. cable
vs. common carrier will be particularly sensitive to the cost
trade-offs involved. If lakes, rivers, expensive real estate, or
any area with a high political/red tape content must be

Figure 2: Cutaway of 12XC Gunn oscillator/AFC assembly
During the past year, economical phase-locked Gunn
oscillator circuits have been developed. Figure 2 shows a
cutaway of a Gunn oscillator from an MA-12XC transmitter
suitable for FM video modulation. Using cheap external
circuits, this unit can be phase-locked to acrystal to achieve
stability over wide temperature ranges.
As can be seen, the cutaway shows three separate
resonant cavities interconnected by variable iris couplers.
The left hand cavity with a large flange contains the basic
Gunn oscillator and a gallium arsenide tuning varactor
accessible electrically from both sides. All interconnections
to the diodes are through cylindrical RF chokes with the

Figure 1: A typical 1978 CATV network.

ability to pass DC and modulating voltage but presenting a
high impedance, hence isolation to microwave energy. The

bridged, the low cost microwave system will probably win

small white ceramic cylinders seen in the upper portion of
the left and right hand cavities are used for mechanical

out. Cables over short distances, where a large number of
channels are involved, will probably be the method of choice
in flat farmland or its equivalent.
The authors have chosen to identify the term "low cost

tuning. In this unit, while most of the oscillator energy is
coupled to the load (antenna) through the flange/iris combination on the extreme left, the smaller iris in the back of the
oscillator cavity feeds a fraction of the energy to aSchottky

microwave" with the rather large grouping of commercial
microwave components and subsystems which have

hand containing a multiplier-type varactor diode is coupled

mushroomed in volume in the past five years and are

to the right hand end of the mixer cavity. This varactor diode

generally asssociated with police radar, intrusion alarms,
sensors for door openers, etc. All of these subsystems have

is driven by approximately 15 milliwatts at 200 MHz. The 200
MHz is generated by 100 MHz overtone crystal oscillator

one common technology in that they rely on the use of one or

which drives atransistor doubler. When this 200 MHz energy

more small gallium arsenide Gunn diodes.
J.B. Gunn, a member of the IBM technical staff, invented
46 C-ED March '79

mixer diode in the center cavity. The third cavity on the right

impacts the varactor, a spectrum of microwave energy is
generated with comb lines separated by 200 MHz. The

oscillator cavity is mechanically adjusted to provide asignal
(12.75 GHz) which when mixed with one of these lines, for
instance 12.8 GHz, produces heterodyne signal at approxi-

OSCILLATOR/X2 MALT
02

mately 50 MHz. This 50 MHz signal passes through alimiter-

1----An

performs as aphase comparator. The DC error output of the
comparator is fed back to the gallium arsenide tuning
varactor in the Gunn diode oscillator which varies the VCO
frequency until the oscillator "locks up" at 12.75 GHz. The
low comparison frequency has been selected to allow the

g

manually tuning the oscillator. This phase-locking technique, standard for years at lower frequencies, can now be
accomplished at microwaves since all of the components
used have been produced in large quantities to serve other
non-microwave markets, thus greatly decreasing their cost
even before applying the incremental volume leverage which
must accrue when more of these oscillators are used in
microwave communications systems and for CATV.
The frequency stability in the 12.7-12.95 GHz region using
the phase-locking technique described, provides better than
-1 .005 percent frequency stability. The stability is primarily a
function of the drift with temperature of the reference crystal
and the 100 MHz overtone crystal used in the multiplier
driver. Without subjecting the audience to all the technical
details, Microwave Associates is now developing techniques
which will greatly decrease the inherent temperature drift by
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preamplifier and then is divided down to 6.5 kHz by several
very economical integrated circuit divider circuits. Similarly,
an 8 MHz "reference" crystal is subdivided to 6.5 kHz. The
two 6.5 kHz signals are then applied to a low cost IC which
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Figure 3
provides either a composite base band or separate video and
audio outputs. Composite base band, in this case, is a
combination of the standard video signal plus a6.8 MHz FM
subscarrier which is carrying the audio program information
as opposed to the traditional 4.5 MHz subcarrier. When
interfacing with astandard TV cable modulator, the separate

introducing into the cavity materials with compensating
properties. Further, a new family of hyperabrupt, low loss
gallium arsenide tuning varactors is in the advanced stage of
development which will greatly increase the linearity of these
oscillators under modulation, even when subjected to the
type of temperature excursions experienced in outdoor
mounting of the transmitter.
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the current production
model MA-12XC transmitter. In addition to showing the
schematic information just described, it shows how the
output of the oscillator is coupled through an isolator/filter
combination to the antenna feed providing a minimum
output of +13 dBm. The digital AFC/video block illustrates
the interconnections with the AFC module. The unit is
powered by 110 V 60 Hz supply consuming approximately 30
watts of power providing +18 V, +9.5 V and +5 V DC for the

TELE -WIRE
FOR ALL YOUR
CONSTRUCTION
REQUIREMENTS
from the top of the pole
to the bottom of the hole

operating circuits. This particular block shows video with
525 line pre-emphasis. The MA-12EU model operates on 220
V/50 Hz mains and provides pre-emphasis for the European
625 line system. The video modulating amplifier uses readily
available linear ICs. There is an optional input for 600 ohm
balanced audio to provide 4.5 MHz aural subcarrier with the
same modulation characteristics as broadcast TV plant.
Other subcarrier frequency options are also available with
the flexibility of operation with the new MA PAC-6 subcarrier
demodulator.
In the past, the cable operator has always brought in TV
signals formatted in NTSC vestigial sideband AM with FM
audio, and he was only faced with the problem of converting
the received AM channel to the desired AM cable channel;
however, today's FM satellite signals present a different
problem. Here the satellite receiver such as the low cost VR-3
and VR-4 demodulates the FM microwave carrier and
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audio and video outputs from the microwave receiver should
be used. When interfacing with an FM microwave terrestrial
link, then the composite output from the satellite receiver
may be fed directly into the microwave transmitter, provided
that video and audio components are separated at the FM
receiver terminal before they are fed to the cable modulator.
The Receiver
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the low cost 12XC
CARS band receiver which has had wide market acceptance.

The 12XC transmitters and receivers were initially offered
in compact cast aluminum housings, 8" x 4.5" x 4.7",
weighing 6 lbs. Although this package format meets the
requirements of many users, we are also planning to offer a
radio for the CARS and certain other markets packaged for
rack mounting as shown in Figure 5. This arrangement will
provide additional accessory circuit flexibility.

Referring to the left upper side of the block diagram, the
microwave signal from the antenna is connected by
waveguide to the receiver mixer-VCO module via abandpass
filter/ferrite isolator combination. For most U.S. CATV
systems, the RF pass band is 25 MHz. The mixer-VCO

I

assembly is similar in construction to the cutaway of the RF
assembly shown for the 12XC transmitter but is less complex
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since two rather than three cavities are involved. The
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received signal is mixed in a Schottky diode operated at
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approximately 1 milliwatt of energy derived through a
variable iris at the rear of the mixer from the Gunn VCO. The
VCO is mechanically tuned to provide an IF output from the

, 0

Figure 5
The 12XC receiver provides high quality reliable video
when used to receive any video modulated stable FM
microwave transmitter tuned to the proper frequency.
Although many MA-12X0 receivers have been sold paired
with MA-12X0 transmitters, considerably more have been
delivered into systems using other transmitters. Frequently,

Figure 4.
mixer at 43.75 MHz. The intermediate frequency of 43.75
MHz is compatible both to the current availability of very low
cost IC linear amplifiers (which become more expensive at
higher frequencies) and with the elimination of possible
"birdies" which could occur when multiple 12XC receivers
are interconnected by branching networks. The IF signal is
coupled to the IF amplifier module through a low noise FET
preamplifier. In the IF module, the IF signal is shaped by an IF

the paths are such that higher power than the 12XC's +13
dBm is required. In this case, the 12XC receiver is often used
in systems which rely on the +28 dBm output MA-12G as a
primary transmitter source. The CATV operator should
always consider the 12XC receiver and transmitter, each for
their individual merits, rather than only as a paired 12XC
system. It should be noted that as currently manufactured,
the MA-12X0 receiver provides only a composite video
output. Video base band and audio outputs are not provided,
hence the interfacing cable modulator must be capable of
accepting composite video.

filter which defines the noise bandwidth and provides
additional adjacent channel rejection, then undergoes at
least one stage of group delay equalization before entering
two stages of IF IC amplification providing 60 dB of gain,
controlled by a comparator/AGO IC.
The output of the IF amplifier is fed to the limiter/

TTh

discriminator module. Here, two stages of hard limiting are
provided which drive adiscriminator which demodulates the

1
7717.7
r7

FM signal and provides abase band output. Either 525 or 625
line de-emphasis and a compatible band pass filter are
provided as part of the IF amplifier assembly.
Because of the inherent stability of the transmitter, the

C.Ott..ATO.

receiver needs only to provide asimple analog AFC which is
derived from the discriminator output passed through a DC

1
7,1
;T.-1

amplifier to the tuning varactor in the VCO assembly. This
module also contains the necessary circuitry to squelch the
receiver output if no carrier is present. The receiver can be
powered by either 110 V AC 60 Hz, or in the case of the 12EU,
220 V 50 Hz. Regulators provide +18 V DC and adjustable 7.5
V DC. The AFC bus operates at + 9 V DC.
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System Arrangement
As stated before, this product was launched for the CARS
band market and obviously it must provide cost and space
effective support for up to twenty channels, as that is the limit
under Part 78 of the FCC rules as they apply to FM service.
The modular design of the 12XC offered an opportunity to

hour annual accrued outage. I'm sure we're all familiar with
the curves in the Lenkurt Manual.
What does this mean as to outside plant with the 12XC?
Figure 8 shows a handy fade margin-distance guide for a
four channel system, and that a pair of ten-foot dishes will

equip 20 go (or return) channels in asingle 7'6" (44 unit) rack

CON DITIO NS

FADE

and still have a few inches to spare. Figure 6 shows the
general arrangement for 20-channel terminals.
Since in the 20 channel

(K)

Plan both vertical and

horizontal polarizations are employed, a convenient and
economical branching system was adopted with the upper
and lower half of the rack disposed to a common polariza-
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channels with their 25 MHz separation was solved with
hybrid couplers at a slight loss penalty. However, this was
offset by lower branching filter losses

with negligible
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adjacent channel group delay (hence differential phase)
contribution. The conventional three port circulator
combining method was used with waveguide low pass filters
in each bus bar (for the ultimate protection against
wandering harmonic power). With this arrangement radio
equipment can be installed, new channels added, and maintenance spares lit up without any on-line "tweeking" for
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Figure 8.
support the 40 dB objective at about eight miles. Considering
that the 12XC receiver sells for about one third the price of
conventional receivers, it is only an elementary lesson in
economics to consider longer paths, and/or smaller dishes
with higher power M/A transmitters (or somebody else's, as
the 12XC receiver is a very good listener). Just shift the
curves vertically by about 13 dB ... or expect 40 dB margin at
25 miles with 10-foot dishes.
The MA-12XC system performance is shown in summary
in Figure 9. This clearly indicates that the 12XC system offers
a cost effective solution to many of the CATV operators'
microwave problems. C-ED

BACK-TO-BACK PERFORMANCE ASSUMING STANDARD
CCIR WEIGHTING, A RECEIVER CARRIER LEVEL OF
—40 dBm, AND USING 525 LINE TV EMPHASIS
Figure 7.
system performance. This is an essential merit for aproduct
of this type, since rarely will the user be equipped with
sophisticated microwave line maintenance equipment.
To minimize the system-gain losses, equipment branching
position assignments are "flipped" for transmitters and
receivers. Figure 7 shows one polarization of a 20 channel
hop. Lowest channel transmitters are positioned closest to
the antenna port and the mating receiver is the furthest. The
worse case total component losses for transmitter and
receiver branching add up to 7.4 dB for a four channel
assembly and 9.8 dB for a20 channel assembly, all in K Plan.
Of course, an additional transmitter rack output port is
available for a "free split."
In the CARS band with precipitation effects, the name of
the game is fade margin to assure system availability. With
the advent of such real time revenue bearers as HBO,
repeated circuit outages in the rain belt routes must be
avoided. Fade margins of 40 dB (or more) are possible with a
complete 12XC system. Recalling the work of Hathaway and

Video Signal-to-Noise P-P to RMS,
4 KHz to 4.5 MHz
Video Signal-to-Hum P-P to RMS,
10 Hz to 10 KHz
Differential Gain, 10/50/90% APL
Differential Phase, 10/50/90% APL
2T Pulse "K" Factor
Video Frequency Response,
10 KHz to 4.2 MHz
Field Squarewave
Luminance Chrominance Gain Inequality
Luminance Chrominance Phase Inequality

55 dB, Minimum
55 dB, Minimum
1dB, Maximum
3°,Maximum
2%, Maximum
-±5 IRE Units
3 IRE Units,
Maximum
6%, Maximum
50 ns, Maximum

Figure 9: 12XC system specifications.
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CABLE TV SUPPLY IS PROUD TO PRESENT
ITS NEW LINE OF
SET TOP CONVERTORS
VHF TO UHF CONVERTER
Model CV-2U
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These new converters are now available through Cable TV Supply warehouses.
Cable TV Supply Company. We're making it easier all the time.

glum

TV SUPPLY COMPANY

CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY

CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY

CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY

11505 West Jefferson

502 Winthrop

5327 Dividend Drive

Culver City, California 90230

Addison IL 60101

Decatur, Georgia 30035

(213) 390-8002

(312) 543-9800

(404) 981-9220

toll free (800) 421-6536

toll free (800) 323-1785

toll free (800) 241-0828

CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY

CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY

2307 McAllister Road

855 Industrial Highway, Unit

Houston, Texas 77092

Cinnaminson, New Jersey 08077

(713) 681-6141

(609) 829-0100

toll free (800) 231-8220

toll free (800) 257-7245

We will see you at OCTA March 18-20, Booth #1.
See our card on page 51.
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CHANNELCUE®

THE NEW PROGRAMMABLE
SWITCHER

Complete
Earth Stations

• Automatically Switches Your
Satellite Channels For Seven Days
• No More Blank Screens
• Eliminates Unauthorized Programming
• Crystal Controlled Programmable Clock
• Up To 256 Switching Functions Per Week
• Standby Clock Power Protects Memory
• Internal Color Character Generator
• Four Standard Messages
• Other Messages Available

FOR DETAILS CALL
(713) 961-7348
Wally Briscoe
Bill Kassemos
Santa Hudson
Don Myers
Cliff Gardiner

1980 South Post Oak Road, Suite 2040, Houston, TX 77056

GARDINER
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

See our card on opposite page

Lightning is less frightening
with our amplifiers.

After asevere storm causes a
power outage and electricity is restored,
watch out: the sudden surge of electricity racing through adistribution
system can give line amplifiers a
searing jolt.
But we protect our 6500's. Transient clippers are an integral part of
our AC power supplies. The individual modules
are protected by Siemens' gas diodes. And the DC
power supply has overvoltage and overcurrent
protection. All of which is why we roll with the
punch as if the surge never happened.
Furthermore, to bring you the lowest cost

per mile, we've conquered other sources
of trouble. Our 6500's limit damage
caused by short circuits. The entire
power supply layout has been redesigned to permit cool operating
temperatures with a70% efficiency
rating including all losses. There
are fewer parts.
And for old systems who'd like to rebuild
with our amplifiers we've incorporated 30/60
volt capability. So you don't have to replace all
your amplifiers all at once.
For complete information, call Skip Webb
at (404) 449-2000. Or write.

Scientific
Atlanta
United States: 3845 Pleasantdale Road, Atlanta, Ga. 30340, Telephone 404-449-2000, TWX 810-766-4912, Telex 054-2898
Canada: 1640 Bonhill Road, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario, L5T 1C8, Canada, Telephone 416-677-6555, Telex 06-983600
Europe: 1-7 Sunbury Cross Centre, Staines Road West, Sunbury on Thames, Middlesex TVV16 7BB, England,
Telephone Sunbury on Thames 89751, Telex 896015

OPTIMUM EARTH STATION
ANTENNA
ALIGNMENT
By Archie T. Miller
Manager, Spacecraft Operations
RCA American Communciations

position from two tracking, telemetry

the Satcom spacecraft is filed with the

and command earth stations at South

FCC as t 1 degree in east/west and
north/south position. In practice, the

Mountain, California, east of Los
Angeles, and at Vernon Valley, New

line of sight to the Satcom

Jersey, north of New York City. Skilled

spacecraft is kept within -1.07 degrees.
At the longitudes assigned for our two

Pg1

satellite is necessary to receive
communications at your earth station
antenna. That fact is well known, but all

satellite engineers determine exactly
when and how long to fire tiny. hydrazine jets to perform a maneuver to

spacecraft (135.0W for F1 and 119.0W
for F2, the spacecraft tend to drift
eastward.

too often earth station owner/operators
miss the boat on optimum performance.
Alignment of the dish when the satel-

correct orbital position.
RCA Americom also determines,
based on those maneuvers, the time

lite is dead center in its assigned
station "box" will ensure the best

About every three to four weeks, a
maneuver is performed when the
spacecraft is at the eastern edge of the
box to push it westward. It is propelled

the center of the assigned station-

westward toward the western edge of

keeping box. This information is pro-

the box, turns around and drifts back
eastward; a maneuver is performed

A clear

possible signal level.
Paying no attention to your earth

when the Satcom spacecraft will be in

vided

regularly to RCA Americom's

near the eastern edge of the box and
the cycle is repeated.

antenna, they cannot achieve perfect

customers, including the many distributors of television programming to
the cable satellite network. The purpose of this information is to allow

alignment with the spacecraft unless
they happen to do the job when the

earth station operators to align their
antennas in azimuth, elevation and

maneuver is performed. When the daily
north/south excursion gets to be

bird is in the center of the box. When
the antenna is aligned on the bird in the

polarization when the spacecraft is
precisely in the center of the box.

approximately t.07 degrees, amaneu-

center of the box, it should not require

Satellite users may provide center

further alignment unless it has been
accidentally moved. Spacecraft station-

tems, but the information would have

site phase. In other words, if the spacecraft were at its maximum northward

keeping will maintain the bird within

little value to anyone who doesn't know

point at noon before the maneuver, it

the beam of your antenna.
Since your dish is stationary while

how to use it. In the interest of more
effective satellite reception for the

will be at maximum southward point at
noon after the maneuver. This inclina-

station antenna—as long as picture
quality is satisfactory—doesn't pay.
Even when experts install your

of the box information to cable sys-

I'd like to

About every 30 to 90 days, depending
on the time of year, a north/south

ver is performed which effectively
inverts this motion tot .07 in the oppo-

the bird's position in space varies, it's

cable television industry,

important to coordinate antenna align-

offer this short course on spacecraft

direction

ment with spacecraft stationkeeping.

stationkeeping, alignment and box

Since some drift is the normal situation

center notification

collapses towards zero, and then
expands in the opposite direction.

for orbiting bodies in space, RCA
Americom's spacecraft operations
staff constantly monitors Satcom's

tion or daily excursion in the north/south
about the equator slowly

When it reaches .07, another north/
Spacecraft Stationkeeping
The nominal stationkeeping box for

south maneuver is performed.
The information contained in the
C-ED March '79 55

at a time during the day when the
spacecraft was at its southernmost
excursion. The conditions shown in
Diagrams A and B indicate the importance of not only aligning the antenna
on the day the spacecraft is in the
center of the box in longitude, but also
at the time of that day when it is
crossing the equator.
Diagram C shows the circle for the 1
dB beam width of a 41
2 meter dish
/
misaligned in both north/south and
east/west. While it is apparent from the
diagram that the 1dB beam width still
covers the entire box, it is very important that it be aligned at the center of
the box because most 41
2 meter an/
tenna systems have less margin to
compensate for signal degradation
than do larger antennas.
Polarization Alignment
Although it is easy to see the effect
of satellite motion through the antenna
beam width in terms of signal levels,
the polarization isolation is also affected. As the satellite moves out of the
center of the beam, the cross-polarization isolation is reduced, primarily
because of variations in sidelobe
polarization. In the Satcom system,
using the orthogonal polarization frequency reuse system, it is important
that non-autotrack antennas be aligned
accurately and that antenna azimuth,
elevation and polarization be aligned
when the spacecraft is in the center of
the box.
Box Center Notification
The center of the box information is

Antenna Azimuth and Elevation Alignment

usually disseminated after an east/
center of the box message sent to
satellite users by RCA Americom
indicates the day on which the spacecraft is in the center of the box in the
east/west axis and the time of day that
it will cross the equator in the north/
south direction. As we shall see, it is
important not only to perform antenna
alignment on the proper day for east/
west alignment, but also at the

horizontal axis of the diagrams correlates
to the antenna azimuth axis, and the
vertical correlates to the elevation axis.
It can be seen from these diagrams that
even if the alignment is only off in the
east/west direction, both an azimuth
and elevation adjustment will be required to correct the problem.
Diagram A shows the case where a

west maneuver. Because it usually
takes about three days after amaneuver
to obtain adefinite orbit and ephemeris,
the spacecraft may have passed the
center of the box on its westward
trajectory. In that case, the information
will be supplied for its center of the box
crossing on the eastward trajectory.

ten-meter antenna was aligned on the
spacecraft when it was at the western

This should normally provide aweek to
ten days advance notice.
If an orbit is completed prior to the

edge of the box and crossing the
equator. The large circle is the 3 dB

center of the box crossing on the westward path, it will probably be distri-

Azimuth and Elevation Alignment
The attached diagrams show the

beam width and the small circle is the 1
dB beam width. It is obvious that as the

crossing; however, information on the

effect of antenna azimuth and elevation

spacecraft crosses toward the eastern
edge of the box, there is going to be

eastward crossing will also be included.

different sized antennas. These diagrams depict an idealized view of the

substantial degradation of the signal.

the effect of the moon on the orbit, the
spacecraft may hang in the western

stationkeeping box for a spacecraft at
about 135 degrees west as viewed from

for a ten-meter antenna that was
aligned on the spacecraft when it was

the east coast of the United States. The

in the east/west center of the box, but

proper time for north/south alignment.

alignment on receive signals for two
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Diagram B shows the beam pattern

buted only a day or so before the

Because of various reasons, primarily

portion of the box for some time or may
turn around rapidly and return eastward. C-ED

BER

Bit Error Rate. In data transmission parlance,
this is the measure of the number of errors expected in a data link. For example, a BER of
1x10- 6means one error in each one million bits
transmitted.

C/N

Carrier-to-Noise Ratio. The ratio of the received
carrier power and the noise power in a given
bandwidth, expressed in dB. This figure is
directly related to G/T and S/N; and in a video
signal the higher the C/N, the better the received
picture will be (not to be confused with C/N o).

CRED's
GLOSSARY
OF
SATELLITE
TERMS

C/N o

Carrier-to-Noise Density Ratio. Similar to C/N
except that No is related to the noise in one
hertz of bandwidth.

dB

Decibel. A term that expresses the ratio of two
power levels used to indicate gains or losses in
a system. Also used to express absolute power
levels such as dBm or dBW.

The formula for determining the ratio in dB is
Power ratio = 10 log'°

Pi

) dB

P2

where Pi and P2 are the power levels
10 dB = a power ratio of 10
20 dB = a power ratio of 100
30 dB = a power ratio of 1,000
40 dB = a power ratio of 10,000
A power ratio expressed as a negative value, e.g., -10 dB,
indicates a loss rather than a gain.
dBm and dBW express absolute power levels above one
milliwatt (dBm) and above one watt (dBW).
O dBm = 0.001 watt or one milliwatt
10 dBm = 0.01 watt or ten milliwatts
20 dBm = 0.1 watt or one hundred milliwatts
O dBW = one watt
10 dBW = ten watts
20 dBW = one hundred watts
downlink

The circuit between the satellite and receiving
earth station.

Eb/N o

Energy-per-Bit-to-Noise Density Ratio. In digital data work, this unit is an indication of the
quality of the received signal and is directly
related to BER or bit error rate. Eb/No of about
12.5 dB, uncoded, yields abit error rate of about
1x 10- 6 or one error in one million bits. Usually
data systems employ forward error correction
encoding which improves the BER by a factor
of 1,000 or more. For example, 7/8 forwarderror-correction encoding yields BER of 1 in
10-r, with an Eb/N o of 10.7 dB in some systems.

EIRP

Effective Isotropic Radiated Power. This term
describes the strength of the signal leaving the
satellite antenna or the transmitting earth station antenna, and is used in determining the
C/N and S/N. When related to the satellite, it
describes the strength of the satellite signal at
any particular place on the earth's surface.
Domestic satel:ite EIRP at any point in the
contiguous 48 states ranges between 30 and
37 dBW.

C-ED's Glossary of Satellite Terms is provided courtesy of
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc.

For transmitting video earth stations, a minimum EIRP is required to properly excite the
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actually cooled to near 0°K (-459°F) by refrigeration equipment and which contribute
the least amount of thermal noise. These are

satellite and is of the order of 80 dBW.
EIRP may be increased either by increasing the
transmitter power, or by using a larger and
higher gain transmitting antenna.
FDM

Frequency-Division Multiplex.

A method of

multiplexing or combining many voice data
channels for transmission on asingle RF carrier.
The channels are separated in frequency and
are carried on subcarriers.
FEC

used in earth stations where the received
signal is too weak to use the simpler and
lower cost LNAs. Such LNAs are very ex-

Forward Error Correction. An encoding scheme
to improve the BER in a data system. In atypi-

pensive and require considerable attention.
MA TV

utilized in hotels, motels and apartment complexes for television signal distribution.
modem

frequency

MTBF

Ground Communications Equipment. Relates
to the earth station electronic equipment, such

failures. This is an indication of the reliability of
the item described (subsystem or system).
NF

as receivers and exciters.
G/T

number, the better the unit. For example, a
1.5-dB LNA has better noise characteristics
than a 2.6-dB LNA.
The figure of merit of a device may also be
expressed as noise temperature in degrees

High-Power Amplifier. In atransmitting station,
this is the final RF amplifier between the modulator/exciter and the antenna. For video use,
this amplifier typically has a power output of

Kelvin or °K. Again the lower the number, the
better the unit. GaAs FETs typically have noise
temperatures of 120°K (1.5-dB NF) to 238°K
(2.6-dB NF), while uncooled parametric amplifiers typically have anoise temperature of 55°K.

1000 to 3000 watts.
oK

Degrees Kelvin. Temperature of a device measured in degrees Kelvin. 0°K equals -273°C or

LNA

Noise Figure or Noise Factor. A term which is a
figure of merit of a device, such as an LNA or
receiver, expressed in dB, which compares the
device with a perfect device. The lower the

A figure of merit of an antenna and low-noise
amplifier combination expressed in dB. "G" is
the net gain of the system; and "T" is the noise
temperature of the system. The higher the
number, the better the system.

HPA

Mean Time Between Failure. A statistical determination of the time in hours of use between

See polarization.

reuse
GCE

A contraction of modulator/demodulator.
Usually adevice that combines the modulation
and demodulation functions in a single unit.

cal Rate 3/4 FEC system, the BER may be
improved by as much as 10 4or by afactor of ten
thousand.

Master Antenna Television. These systems are

-459° F. The scale is the same as centigrade

Orthomode Transducer. A device attached to
the antenna feed that permits using the antenna

except that 0°K is -273°C.

for simultaneous transmission and reception

Low-Noise Amplifier. This is the preamplifier
between the antenna and the earth station
receiver. For maximum effectiveness, it must

without mutual interference. The device is
polarization selective; thus, the transmit and
receive signals must be on different polariza-

be located as near the antenna as possible, and
is usually attached directly to the antenna
receive port.
The LNA is especially designed to contribute
the least amount of thermal noise to the received signal.
LNAs are generally of three types as follows:

OMT

tions, usually orthogonally (90°) related.
polarization A characteristic of the electric field of an electromagnetic wave in space. Four senses of
polarization are used in satellite work: horizontal linear, vertical linear, and RH and LH
circular. The satellite and earth station polarizations must match, and an antenna feed adjustment is made at the time of installation to

a. GaAs FET (Usually pronounced "gas fet"). A

match the horizontal or vertical polarization of

transistor amplifier using gallium arsenide,

the satellite antenna. No adjustment is required
for circular, except that both antennas must be

field-effect transistors. These are the lowest
cost LNAs and those currently used have
noise figures from 1.2 dB to 2.6 dB. These
are highly reliable units.
b. Uncooled Parametric Amplifiers. This is a

for right-hand circular or left-hand circular.
Two signals in space on the same frequency
can be separated by having a90° (orthogonal)
difference in their polarization, e.g., by verti-

much higher priced amplifier that has less
noise contribution than GaAs FETs, thus,
may be required in areas that have lower
signal strengths (EIRP) from the satellite
being used. These LNAs are also known as
electronically cooled paramps and non-

cally polarizing one and horizontally polarizing
the other. This technique, which essentially
doubles the capacity of a satellite, is used on
several Domsats. Since two signals use the

cryogenically cooled paramps.

A special antenna feed known as a frequency

c. Cryogenically Cooled Parametric Amplifiers.
These are parametric amplifiers that are
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same frequency, but with orthogonal polarization, the technique is known as frequency reuse.
reuse feed is required in systems using this
technique.

protection

See redundant.

redundant

In satellite parlance, this means that extra subsystems are included that are used to automatically and almost instantaneously replace a
failed or degraded subsystem. For example,
LNAs are almost always supplied in pairs with a
switchover system. Should the on-line LNA
fail, sensors detect the failure causing the
standby or redundant LNA to be switched online. Generally this takes place in less than one
third of a second.
The term "protection" is also used in this context. The standby LNA, in this case, protects
the on-line LNA.

Electroline
SWITCH
MATCH
Transformers
&Dual
Cable Switch

Cable operators, who want
satisfied customers, are
switching to Electroline
switch-transformers and
cable switches which are of
very high isolation.
Protect yourself against
outages caused by power
failures, cable breaks, labor
problems, customerinstalled contraptions. Electroline equipment is tested
for reliability and durability
— and installation is so easy.

Redundancy or protection may be of the 1:1 or
1:N type. Where one standby subsystem is provided for each on-line unit, the protection
afforded is 1:1 or one for one.
Where several identical on-line subsystems are
involved; e.g., four video receivers receiving
four different programs, one additional subsystem may be provided to automatically replace any one of the on-line subsystems that
may have failed. This is 1:N, or one fora number

SWITCH MATCH
ESM-2 B
Input-75 ohm
& 300 ohm
Output to TV
300 ohm

o

ELECTROL INE
Tv (Or ¡NC

Manueal

Cetida

(N), protection.
The 1:N protection switches are rather complex
and are more expensive than 1:1, but reduce
the number of standby subsystems required in
a system involving several identical on-line
subsystems.
RF

Radio Frequency

RX

Receive or Receiver.

SCPC

Single Channel Per Carrier. A satellite transmission system that employs aseparate carrier
for each channel. Generally this method is used
at earth stations that have alow volume of traffic
that can be handled by considerably fewer
channels than is used in a typical frequencydivision multiplex system that can multiplex up
to near two-thousand voice channels on a
single RF carrier.

S/N

Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The ratio of the signal

CABLF

A
ESM-75

TV

SWITCH MATCH
ESM -753
Inputs, 75 ohm
Output, 300 ohm

power and noise power. A video S/N (Signalto-Noise Ratio) of 54 to 56 dB is considered to
be an excellent S/N, that is, of best broadcast
quality. A video S/N of 48 to 52 dB is considered

Television
Equipment Inc.

Threshold Extension Demodulator. A scheme
for lowering the threshold of FM (frequencymodulated) demodulators, permitting operation of the system with a lower C/N without
impulse noise showing on the picture. This
device is used when the C/N is below 13 dB, and
is generally used in small antenna (5-meter)
receive-only earth stations.

TX

Transmit or Transmitter.

TVRO

Television Receive-Only earth station.

UPLINK

The circuit between the transmitting earth
station and the satellite.

All ports — 75 ohm
Excellent match
Isolation — 80 db

ELECTROLINE

to be a good S/N at the headend for cable TV.
TED

CABLE SWITCH
ESM -75

8750, 8th Avenue

D SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS
COUPLERS
FILTERS
SPLITTERS
D TAPS
TEST METHS
D SWITCH-TRANSFORMERS

Ville St-Michel
Montreal, Que. H1Z 2W4
or phone collect
(514) 725-2471
Representatives across Canada
and the U.S.A.
Offering aline of
quality equipment
for the cable industry.
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Cable Programming for April
Signal

Day Start/Stop

Satellite/
Transponders

C-SPAN
(times approx.)

12 pm-6 (6:30) pm
No
(Mon., Tues., & Fri.)
10 am-6:30 (7:30) pm
(Wed. 8i Thurs.)

F1

Caliope

6:30 pm -7:30 pm
No
(Mon., Tues., & Thurs.)

F1, 59

CBN

24 hrs.

No

F1, a8

Fanfare

Schedule unavailable No
at press time.

F1, 516

Front Row

2:30 pm-2:30 am

HBO

(East)
(West)
(TAKE 2)
(Back-up)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

3 pm -2:15 am
5:30 pm -1:15 am
6 pm-2 am
6:30 pm -1:02 am
P 5:30 pm-12:02 am
6 pm-12:59 am
6:30 pm-2 am
P 5:30 pm-1 am
2:30 pm-3:03 am
1pm -1:56 am
5:30 pm -1:45 am
P 5 pm-1:15 am
5 pm-1:29 am
6 pm-12:59 am
5:30 pm -3:15 am
6 pm-2 am
2:30 pm -2:30 am
1:30 pm -1:20 am
5:30 pm -1:59 am
6 pm -1:26 am
5 pm-1:04 am
6:30 pm -1:48 am
P 5 pm-12:18 am
6 pm-2:15 am
2:30 pm -1:29 am
2:30 pm-2 am
5:30 pm-2:20 am
5:30 pm-1:05 am
6:30 pm -2:26 am
P 5 pm-12:56 am
5 pm-1:34 am
6:30 pm-2:55 am
P 5 pm-1:25 am
3:30 pm-1:20 am
3:30 pm-2:05 am
6 pm-2:15 am

Signal

3
4
5
8

a9

F1,
F1,
F1,
F1,

#24
#22
#23
#20

Start/Stop
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

Alert Satellite/
Times Transponders

pm-9:45 pm
pm-10 pm
pm-9:45 pm
pm -10 pm

Play-offs from the NHL
and NBA have not yet
been announced.
Newstlme

24 hrs.

No (tones only
for local adv.)

Nickelodean

10 am-11 pm
(weekdays)
9 am-11 pm
(weekends)

No

F1, #11

PTL

24 hrs.

No

F1, #2

Reuters

Not in use yet.

No

will use
F1 518

SPN

7am-10 am
(weekdays)
7 am-12 pm
(weekends)

No

F1, 51

E,C F1, #12
P.M F1, #10
Before & after
programming &
promos.

Day

Showtime

E5:30 pm-1:30 am
(weekdays)
2 pm-1:30 am
(weekends)
C4:30 pm -12:30 am
(weekdays)
1 pm -12:30 am
(weekends)
M 6:30 pm-2:30 am
(weekdays)
3 pm-2:30 am
(weekends)
P5:30 pm -1:30 am
(weekdays)
2 pm-1:30 am
(weekends)

1minute before
and after
programming.

F1, #6

F1, #12

F1, #12

Fi

10

Fi

”10

SIN

2:30 pm-1 am
(weekdays)
4 pm-12 am
(Sat.)
11 am-11:15 pm
(Sun.)

No

Westar II,
57

Star Channel

9 am-2 am

No

F1, #11
F1. 514

HTN

8 pm-10 (11) pm

No

F1, 51

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs.

No

KPIX (time permitting)

2-4 hrs per day

No

F1, #1

WGN

No

KTVU

7am-10 am
(Mon.-Fri.)
7 am-2 pm
(weekends)

No

F1, #1

5:42 am-3 (3:30) am
(Mon.-Thurs.)
24 hrs. Sat. & Sun.
Ends 3 am on Sun.

WOR

6:55 am-2:30 am

No

Westar II

8 pm-10:30 pm

No

WTCG

24 hrs

No

F1

MSG Sports

E
C
M
P

Alert
Times

2

= eastern
= central
= mountain
= pacific
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Fl, #9

Westar Il

56

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted.

COMTECH

Sets The Pace

COMTECH sets the pace for 5 meter TVRO earth satellite terminals with the
807-6-5M five meter fiberglass satellite TVRO antenna system and the series
RCV-450 frequency tunable video receiver.
The 5 meter TVRO terminal is one of COMTECH's newest low cost systems
developed for reception of wideband FM video carriers via domestic and
international C band satellites. This system incorporates all of COMTECH's
vast expertise and capabilities gained during the past ten years as aleader and
reputable supplier of satellite ground based communications equipment
throughout the world.
For additional information and pricing that will save you dollars and time on
your TVRO requirements contact our marketing department.

COMTECH
Data Corporation
Video Systems Division
613 S. Rockford Drive
Temple, AZ 85282
602-968-7756
See our card on page 68.
Wholly owned subsidiary of Corntech Telecommunications. ir‘r
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New 84-Page Catalog from Klein Tools, Inc.
Catalog #122, signifying the 122 years the company has been producing top
quality tools for professional tradesmen, is now available from Klein Tools, Inc.
The new 84-page, two-color catalog covers Klein's broad product line which
>a»

includes a wide selection of pliers, screwdrivers, hammers, measuring tapes,
knives, levels, tool pouches, wrenches, chisels, saws, cable cutters, fish tapes,
work gloves, etc., plus a full line of occupational safety equipment.
All tools and equipment are illustrated with large, clear photographs and

fluie
GP.

detailed drawings. Product descriptions are concise and the catalog is
organized for easy reference. Information on OSHA and ANSI regulations on
safety equipment and tips on the proper use and care of hand tools make this

er_.)

--

a

an important reference guide.
For a copy of this catalog, contact Klein Tools, Inc., 7200 McCormick Road,
Chicago, Illinois 60645, (312) 677-9500.
GandaIf Literature on Synchronous Modem
GandaIf Data Inc., has released product literature on the Model LDS 404B
Synchronous Modem. LDM 404B transmits data in full duplex at 4800 bps over

New 84-page catalog from Klein Tools.

a 4 wire telephone 3002 tariffed loaded line at distances up to 50 miles. Other
advantages include remote and local digital loopback, internal or external
clock and EIA RS 232 interface to name a few.
Request Data Sheet LDM 404B from GandaIf Data, Inc., 1019 S. Noel, Wheeling,
IL 60090, (312) 541-6060.
New Video Products Catalog from Anixter-Pruzan
Anixter-Pruzan has recently published a 16-page Video Products Catalog
describing all of the items required to equip a video studio.
The free catalog is available from Anixter-Pruzan regional offices in Seattle,
New Jersey, Los Angeles, Atlanta, St. Louis and Salt Lake City. In the West
phone toll free (800) 426-4948; In the East, call (800) 631-1166.

Microwave Homodyne Systems
Homodyne (coherent) detection admits to a second generation of
microwave systems which are finding use in a wide variety of measurement,
monitoring and control problems. This book is the third in the IEEE
Electromagnetic Wave Series and considers homodyne detection for various
types of modulation.
The literature applies these principles to the measurement of transmission
or reflection parameters of devices, the measurement of E or H fields in open
or closed structures, automated homodyne systems, automatic frequency
stabilization of microwave sources and coherent transponding systems. In

Anixter-Pruzan publishes 16-page
catalog.

léktronix

addition, a comprehensive treatment of the theory of modulated scattering

Suggested Power Supply Circuits
for The TM 500 Blank Plug-In Kit

antennas is given, along with methods of modulating them.
The advantages of homodyne detection are that the phase as well as the
amplitude information is preserved, the detection process is highly sensitive
and linear over a wide dynamic range, and the systems are readily automated
to give phase and amplitude information simultaneously and independently.
The catalogs may be ordered from International Scholarly Book Services,
Inc., P.O. Box 555, Forest Grove, Oregon 97116, (503) 357-7192.

Power Supplies Customized for Specific Applications
A 16-page booklet from Tektronix, Inc., provides a discussion of technical
considerations for power supplies for different applications, plus schematics
and descriptions of more than 35 power supply circuits. Both bipolar and MOS
applications are covered. Positive, negative, and dual supplies are described.
Supplies are offered for both digital and linear applications.
Readers may obtain a free copy from Tektronix, Inc., P.O. Box 500,
Beaverton, Oregon 97077, or by calling the nearest Tektronix field office.
62 C-ED March '79

•
Free 16-page booklet from Tektronix.

Technology

bolic reflector, a feed system and a
manually adjusted ground mount.

Test Equipment

The 6-foot (1.83 ‘m) and 10-foot
(3 m) reflectors are one-piece construction. The 15-foot (4.57 m) re-

Surge Test Module from KeyTek

flector is supplied in two segments for

Simulates EMP, Transients
A plug-in

network designed to

generate transient power surges that
simulate the effects of both nuclear
Electromagnetic Pulse and closeproximity lightning strikes has been

ease of shipment and bolted together
in the field. No alignment is necessary
because of a self-aligning rear ring

of 15.5 to 17.5 GHz and is easily
integrated into system packages. It
measures 0.5-inch L x 1.55-inch W x
1.34-inch H, weighs two ounces and
provides an isolation of greater than
15 dB.
The mini-isolator provides a VSWR
of less than 1.4 for both ports (typically
1.3). At narrower bandwidths, VSWR's
as low as 1.2 are attainable. Insertion
loss of the unit is less than 0.4 dB and

introduced by KeyTek Instrument

support and all reflectors are supplied
with awhite-optically scattering finish.
For additional information, contact

Corporation.

Prodelin Inc., P.O. Box 131, Hights-

The new model PN 253 programmer
network operates with the KeyTek

town, New Jersey 08520, (408) 244-4720.

devices are suitable for any application requiring efficient microwave

model 424 surge generator/monitor. It
generates 100 kV/usec surges, with
selectable open-circuit voltage wave
durations of from 20 to 1,000 usec, and
short-circuit current waves from 20 to

Hughes Offers New Manually Agile
Satellite Receiver
A new 24-channel satellite video
receiver, featuring manual frequency
agility to permit simple channel
switchover in the field, is offered by

320 usec. Voltage peaks from Oto 2kV
are available, with either +or -polarity.
Maximum output current is 150A and

Peak current values are indicated
directly, with both digital and go/no go
displays, by the model 424 surge
generator. Peak voltages are read by a
suitable oscilloscope, measuring directly at the driven load.
For further data, call or write KeyTek
Instrument

Corporation,

220

Grove

Street, Waltham, Massachusetts 02154,
(617) 899-6200.

product line of channel modem equipment for users of microwave service

It

program subcarriers, in the 3700 to
4200 MHz frequency range.

channels and multiplex telephone
systems. Intended primarily for high
frequency-single-side-band service
channel applications, the channel
modem components can be used in

A special feature of the new unit
extends the FM threshold to con-

any application requiring interface of a
voice channel to multiplex channel

siderably lower than conventional
receivers. This is accomplished by

frequencies.

provides full 24-transponder

means of the same patented phaselock demodulation and threshold
extension as on the Hughes SVR-461
electronically-tunable receiver
Model SVR-462 also includes a
down converter, video processor,
audio subcarrier demodulator, and
associated power supplies and control
circuitry. Additional program or cue-

Earth Station Antennas from Prodelin

10-feet

(3 meters),

and

15-ft.

(4.57

meters). Frequencies: single polarization; 2.2-2.3 GHz and 2.25-2.69 GHz.
Dual frequencies: 3.7-4.2/5.925-6.425
GHz and 11.6-12.2/14.0-14.3 GHz.
The standard antenna system consists of a fiberglass reinforced para-

Dantel, Inc. has announced a new

channel, receive-only CATV terminals.

Hughes Microwave Communications
Products, P.O. Box 2999, Torrance,
California 90509, (213) 534-2146.

nas in diameters of 6feet (1.83 meters),

Heights, Massachusetts 02194, (617)
449-0700.

is designed for use in multiple-

For further information, contact

Prodelin offers earth station anten-

Inc., 87 Crescent Road, Needham

Microwave Channel
Modem Equipment

ing demodulators can be included for
special applications.

Microwave

isolation.
For more information, contact Microwave Development Laboratories,

Hughes Aircraft Company's microwave communications products.
The new receiver, model SVR-462,

coverage, accepting a frequencymodulated video signal, with audio

maximum delivered energy varies with
wave duration from approximately one
joule or more than 20 joules.

average power rating is 10 watts. These

The channel modem consists of a
model 90570 modulator/transmitter
and a model 90571 demodulator/
receiver interconnected with a dual
bandpass filter. These components are
availabie installed in a factory wired,
one-and-three-fourth-inch rack-mount
shelf, the 8M701 channel modem
assembly. They can also be installed in

Compact Wide Bandwidth WR62
Microwave Isolator
A compact microwave isolator with

any Dantel 90000 series equipment
shelf along with Dantel order wire

awide bandwidth has been introduced
by Microwave Development Laboratories, Inc.

speech-plus combiners, FSK data
equipment and baseband interface

The MDL Ku-Band mini-isolator is a
WR62 wave guide, microwave isolating
device that provides awide bandwidth

modules, alarm system components,

components to make a complete service channel package.
(Cont. on page 69)
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The pinnacle of 25 years
of CATV knowhow.

MCE's New Nova CAP-TAP ®
Will Cut Maintenance Costs and
Increase Profitability.
You get complete control over
any number of subscribers with the allnew 5-300 MHz NOVA CAP TAP
(Controlled Access Point arid Tap), both
standard and premium TV service,
from asingle, central location!
More than 25 years of engineering knowhow went into designing
this advanced system, the most innovative in the industry. Among its features:
—Useable with new or existing
systems

— No system equipment
See ademonstration of all of
charges needed*
the NOVA state-of-the-art one-and two- Subscriber access time- 50 Ms. way trunk and distribution equipment.
—Flexible identity code—extra
It continues to be your best buy i,
control bits reserved for fuure use
and rebuilt systems!
—SecLrity outside the home for
standard service and two premium
television channels
—Addressea status of TAP not
affected by power failure
—Simple to program
—Modular piug in construction
*assumes dedicated system

See our card on page 65

nice
Merrill Cable Equipment Corp.
P.O. Box 13741
Phoenix, Arizona 85002
(602) 271-9181

Represented in Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, North Carolina, Alabama, Mississippi, and Tennessee by:
Communications Distribution Corp. AC 404/353-1159

(Cont. from page 63)
The new channel modem is particularly useful for the microwave system

features of larger splitters that can be

"F" type connectors that are sealed to

used both indoors and outdoors—is
now being marketed by Cerro Com-

protect internal components from

operator who wishes to utilize the MUX
channels in the 12 to 60 KHz region for

munication Products.

service channel or control applications

used for hooking up extra TV sets in

without going to the expense of installing acomplete multiplex shelf. It is

subscriber dwellings, features side
mounted connectors, and aheavy duty

also practical for single channel translation and party-line order wire appli-

corrosion resistant, die cast housing
plated for added corrosion resistance
to withstand extreme environmental

cations.
For further information, contact
Dantel, Inc., 1922 N. Helm Avenue,
Fresno, California 93727, (209) 252-1651.

The S-250M mini two-way splitter,

conditions

and

eliminate signal

in-

gress and loss.
Other features of the device include:

moisture; precision machined connector threads (not cast) to insure
burr-free threading; a sealed cover,
and silver plated contacts.
The splitter also offers a 5-300 MHz
response; a low insertion loss and
excellent matching characteristics.
For additional product information,
contact Cerro Communication Products, Member of The Marmon Group,
Halls Mill Road, Freehold, New Jersey
07728.

Miscellaneous

Economy Hand Tool Crimps Belden
8281 Cable
AMP Special Industries' Coax Economy Stamped Hand Tool line has
been expanded to include Belden 8281
cable, a popular 75 ohm video cable
used by television studios, broadcasting systems and test equipment.
Designed to crimp UHF and BNC
connectors on the Belden 8281 cable,

... MADE EASY
... MADE AFFORDABLE

e

'al

wag

Our DWS-3 Series is the industry's
lowest priced color digital weather

•

system.
Inside the DWS-3, we have utilized
the same components and quality
found in our more expensive systems.

this quality Super Champ hand tool is
lightweight and economical. It's features include a guide on the tool body
for strip dimensions in all Coax Series—
standard, economy, single or dual

Compare these features: Standard
Texas Electronics weather sensors, highly legible character display
using a 10 x 14 character matrix, weather parameters: time, temperature, wind speed and direction, rain today and month, and your
choice of barometer or humidity. Optional keyboard available.
Special price $4995.00

crimp.
For more information contact AMP
Special Industries, Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania 19482, (215) 647-1000.

Our CG-832 is ideal as alow cost
MARQUEE to promote your pay
movie channel.

........

1'1'1‘
‘be

New Miniature Two-Way Splitter
Offers Features of Larger Splitters
A new miniature size two-way splitter that's particularly well suited for
installation in very small spaces—with
electrical characteristics and design

Only our CG-832 provides these
features at this low ... low price:
8 page memory expandable to 16
pages, auto line centering, character
flash, optional fixed title, LED page display, and optional color background and power failure protection.
Priced from $1595.00

Video Data Systems
... IN TOUCH WITH THE FUTURE
VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, corporate office, New York, NY (516-231-4400);
VIDEO DATA SYSTEMS, National Sales, Salt Lake City, UT 1801-363-04081;
International Sales, ADCOM ELECTRONICS, LTD., Ontario, Canada
(416-251-3355); CATEC AG LUZERN, Luzern, Switzerland 1041-22-66-191.

See our card on page 68.

J
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System Profile
system, a baseband video signal to room B364 in the

How to Wire
A House

Rayburn Office Building. That room is where all of the
electronic news media literally pick up their feed. C-SPAN
will also be set up in that room, and will have a character
generator (Video Data Systems), titler and an operations
director stationed there.
The operations director will take the feed and superimpose the appropriate information on the screen. From this
point, coaxial cable will be run from the Rayburn Building

By Pat Gushman, Washington Bureau Chief and
Toni Barnett, Managing Editor
In March, hundreds of thousands of Americans will have the
opportunity to "live" a civics lesson as the U.S. House of
Representatives initiates its historic gavel-to-gavel telecasting of its proceedings via the Cable Satellite Public
Affairs Network (C-SPAN).
C-SPAN is the non-profit news and public affairs
programming service created by and for the cable television
industry. This service will be taking the feed from the House,
and via cable and microwave link, will beam the signal to
cable systems off transponder 9 on Satcom I.
Initially, the new network will confine itself to delivering
the House proceedings. Later, if the Senate allows cameras
into its chambers, C-SPAN will have the option of adding
sessions to its service. And, C-SPAN's plans include
incorporating other public affairs and news programming
"unique to cable" in the future.
"The impetus for C-SPAN came from the decision made
last October by the U.S. House of Representatives to open its
proceedings to television cameras," explains C-SPAN
president and chief executive officer Brian Lamb, who had
been anticipating the inevitable decision for some time.

C-SPAN Satellite Transmission System

through the steam tunnels that go to the House and Senate
power plant, located about ahalf-mile from the pick up point.
The coaxial cable will be pulled through achill water tunnel
over the power plant. C-SPAN will also mount a four-foot
microwave dish atop the power plant.
This will be a two-channel system. One is a Microwave
Associates' 12G high-powered system, and the other is that
company's low-powered 12XE system. C-SPAN will be
operating in the CARS band microwave 12 GHz spectrum.
A signal will be sent approximately five miles to the top of
the Tower Villa apartment house in Arlington, Virginia, which
also serves as the headend for the ARTEC cable system in
Arlington. At that point, C-SPAN will retransmit the signal
via another seven-mile microwave hop to its transmit facility
in Fairfax County, Virginia. This facility is adjacent to the
uplink for the Public Broadcasting Service.
At the Fairfax County facility, C-SPAN is erecting a tenmeter Scientific-Atlanta redundant satellite transmitter. The
satellite transmitter site will be located on 1.4 acres of land.
On that site will be a 120-foot Rohn microwave tower, being
constructed by U.S. Tower of Rockville, Maryland. In
addition, afour-foot dish on top will be "looking back" to the
Tower Villa apartment house in Arlington, Virginia.
The Fairfax County site will also incorporate an 18-foot by
ten-foot microvan that will contain the transmit equipment
and the microwave radio receive gear.
C-SPAN's operations includes a staff of four, including
Lamb. Lamb was formerly National Affairs Editor for Titsch
Publishing. His chief engineer is Don Houle, formerly with

ARTEC Memorial, Headend

Western Union. For the last two years, Houle had been
supervising 25 technicians who maintain the communica-

Arlington. Virginia

tions systems to and from the Washington, D.C. area for
Western Union. Brian Lockman is C-SPAN's operations
U.S. Capitol
Washington. D.C.

C-SPAN Satellite Transmitter and
Earth Station Uplink
Fairfax, Virginia

director. He will be the man on-site at Capitol Hill who will
turn on the system daily. Jana Dabrowski is director of
Network Services and serves as C-SPAN's affiliate-relations
person.
According to Lamb,
This will be the first CARS
microwave link in Washington, D.C., and the first commercial satellite transmitter in this area that will be able to
transmit to the RCA satellite."

5 miles from Capitol to ARTEC headend
7 miles from ARTEC headend to transmitter/uplink site

"Because of the advent of the domestic satellite system and
the growing channel capacity of cable television systems, for
the first time in the industry's history it is now possible to
contemplate carrying such programming."
The House of Representatives delivers, via its own cable
70 C-ED March '79

I
C-SPAN's Director of Network Services Jana Dabrowski.

The Tracers
Both detect
RF leakage, but
which one is best
for your needs?

Is RF leakage in your CAN
cable system exceeding FCC
limits? Is it an indication of
present or potential mechanical
failure which could result in
costly repairs or FCC violations?
Get the answers promptly with
VITEK's compact Tracer* (TA-1) or
Tracer* (TA-2) RF Detection Receivers. Both locate and measure
leakage and determine whether
radiation exceecs FCC limits. They
provide early warning of hairline
cracks in expansion loops, loose
connectors, leakage from electrical
equipment housings, trunks and
feeders due to loose covers or corrosion ... typical leakage problems.

No separate transmitter required.
Both receivers operate with any
cable IV video or pilot carrier.
Both are rugged, self-contained,
powered by rechargeable batteries,
offer acrystal controlled local
oscillator with front panel frequency trim adjustment and many
other features.

•The Tracer is atrademark of Vitek Electronics, Inc.

The "Tracer" Model TR-1

The "Tracer" Model TR-2

is acalibrated receiver system which
assures absolute compliance with FCC
regulated radiation limits. Its 40dB
logged scale is accurate to -±1 dB.

is an economical field unit that can
detect and locate RF leakage and can
measure radiation with sufficient
accuracy for general trouble
shooting. Ni -Cad batteries provide
up to 15 hours of use on asingle
charge. Includes AC adapter/charger.
Weighs only 1.5 lbs.

The system includes tuned dipole
antenna with magnetic base, head
phones and AC adapter/charger. Gell
Cell batteries provide up to 50 hours
of operation on a single charge.
Weight: only 5lbs.

"Tracer" TR-2 ... for locating
RF leaks Only $300 ea.
"Tracer" TA-1 ... to keep the FCC
off your back. Only $550 ea.
We think you'll want them both.
The Tracers are built by VITEK,
recognized for quality and reliability
throughout the industry.
To order or for additional
information, call or write:
1
Instruments Division,
VITEK Electronics, Inc.
4 Gladys Court
Edison, NJ 08817
Tel: (201) 287-3200

VITEK

Out of Sync

Q

good planning and sound engineering are basic to

although I'm not a

this lesson now, and while we have matured considerably in
the last few years, there are still many people around who
view the engineering aspect of cable with less than appropri-

technical type, Ido
consider myself to be
an astute businessman.

developing a successful business. Our industry is learning

ate regard. And a few of these people are even successful in

Ihave recently acquired
a small franchise and

spite of this self-defeating attitude. You will find many good
ol' boys who will "git her done" and many manufacturers who

plan to built it soon. As
a "greenhorn" coming

will design your system for "free."

into the industry, what
in particular should Ilook for technically in order to take
advantage of past experience and avoid costly mistakes?

My advice is to recognize that nothing is free and that the
best intentions do not necessarily guarantee agood job or a
profitable business. You are entering into ahigh technology
business that requires large capital outlays and has high
risks. It should be viewed as such. You should familiarize
yourself with CATV technology, buy equipment and services

A

The singular most important aspect of your system in a
technical sense is the system engineering plan. The majority
of system technical problems that later come back to haunt
you and cost you money are the result of improper engineering during the design stage and not matching the
construction procedures to the situation. Of course, the
absence of quality control during construction and initial
installation phases puts the icing on the cake. You may now
prepare for early rebuilds, increased technical labor
requirements and lower subscriber penetration than the
market might otherwise support because of subscriber dissatisfaction.

Not asingle failure
through four New England
winters ...
Rollins Cablevision
Jim Petro. Chief Technician

Other technological industries have learned long ago that

Iam new in the
CATV industry and

Branford, Connecticut

from people that you have confidence in, and view free
advice with a healthy sense of skepticism.
Specifically, the following areas have created problems
time after time:
• Improperly determined amplifier output levels. Each system is different, and in order to fully utilize the amplification equipments' capabilities in terms of gain and output
levels, an analysis should be done.
• Improperly calculated tap output levels. This has continued to be a problem even though its calculations are
simple and straightforward.
• Poor planning of trunk routes. Trunk routing needs to be
determined based on several criteria including: cascade,
pole line availability, cost of construction and geographical distribution of the population.
• Inappropriate utilization of system components. The
selection of cable sizes, amplifier gains, and various other
component specifications requires asystem evaluation to
determine which choice gives the best performance per
dollar invested.
• Inadequate grounding and surge protection. Knowledge
and techniques for dealing with lightning and transients
have improved. Each system needs to be looked at individually to determine what makes sense in terms of
protection in this area.
• Inadequate working system design plans. A universal
problem has been the lack of adequate working prints for
the system. Much time will be saved if each field person
has a reduced set of up-to-date system design maps.
Another problem in this regard has been the lack of
updating system maps when modifications and extensions have been made. As a result, much of the industry
relies on field personnel memory for troubleshooting the
system. At best, this is a terribly inefficient mode of
operation.

With over 35 Powervision Standby Power Supplies
in service, Rollins has not had a single service
interruption due to power loss, or a component
failure, in over four years. Not one.

• Misjudgment of makeready costs. If you are not familiar
with pole line rearrangement requirements and costs, find
someone who is to help get ahandle on this subject. These
costs can vary over awide range and will certainly affect
the cost of the system and the rate at which it can be built.
• Misjudgment of underground construction costs. The

For dependable cable service ...

same principle as above applies. Both rearrangement cost

POWERVISION STANDBY POWER

estimates and underground construction cost estimates
require an on-site evaluation to predict expenses with any
degree of reliability.

1044 PIONEER WAY • EL CAJON, CA 92020 • (213) 374-1035
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Looking for REAL Value?

WE have it
Insist on our 2626-A or B

Indoor
Distribution
Amplifier

Check these features:
•Ideal for Multiple Unit Complexes.
I.E Apartment and Office
Hotel and Motel
Trailer-Court and Mobile Home
Hospital and School

•Compact finned housing, of irridited extruded
aluminum alloy, provides efficient thermal
dissipation resulting in longer life and higher
reliability.

•Hybrid-Integrated Circuits operate over a
bandwidth of 40-300 MHz. Regulated power
supply provides stable R.F. operation.
•Maximum rated output levels give radiation
protection well within F.CC requirements.
•Selectable powering mode. 117 VAC line or
35/60 VAC cable powering.
•Plug-in equalizers and attenuators (included)
give added versatility.

•External R.F. test points (-20 dB) at input
and output.
•Input gas tube gives power surge protection.
•Specifications compare with the best
available today.
•Competitively priced. Call us before you buy.
•2626A-40dB gain;
2626B-43dB gain.
See our card on p. 29.

Century HI

Century III Electronics, Inc.
Head Office—Canada
1580 Rand Avenue
Vancouver, B.C.
V6P 302
Tel: (604) 263-0911
Telex: 04-55490

Head Office—U.S.A.
3880 E. Eagle Drive
Anaheim, California
92807
Tel: (714) 630-3714

Central Canada
#13-5200 Dixie Road
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 1E4
Tel: (416) 625-6263
Telex: 06-961359

Eastern Canada
8439 Dalton Road
Town of Mount Royal
Montreal, Quebec
H4T 1V5
Tel: (514) 739-1976
Telex:

Europe
Electro Service N.V.
Belgium Telex 46-34093
Richard Hirschmann Electric
Austria Telex 47-52239

Canadian Comments

"Battlestar Gallactica"

The ten consoles were designed by Rogers and custombuilt to fit on the front of the equipment racks.
There are 56 Sony color receivers for monitoring the
system, and another 30 assorted black-and-white monitors.
All this equipment makes for quite a show in the playback
center.
In the adjacent community or public access studio, two
Ampex BC 230 B cameras are used; the community channel

By Terrence McLaughlin
Canadian Cable Television Association

also uses two mobile Phillips V080 systems and three

R

additional Sony portable color cameras.
The headend for the system was recently installed afew

ators, recently opened its new videocenter at Rogers'

blocks away from the videocenter atop a major bank

downtown business offices.

building.
Rogers has always placed astrong emphasis on commu-

ogers Cable TV Limited, of Toronto, an innovator in the
cable television field and one of Canada's largest oper-

The videocenter, nicknamed "Battlestar Gallactica" by
one of Toronto's journalists because of its impressive

nity, or public access, programming. In fact, the Rogers

design, transmits 27 different programming channels (15

community channel is actually five potentially different
channels. Transmission has been decentralized completely

off-air and 12 cable originated).
The complex also includes a "hub" and "signal routing"
center for community programming networks of other
Toronto cable companies and the Rogers hotel pay-TV
system.
The shopping list for this new center is an impressive one:
45 VTR machines-21 Sony three-quarter-inch cassettes
and 15 IVC 900 and 960 series; 15 time base correctors—nine
Ampex and six TVS; 16 character generators—for everything

so that different programs can be transmitted to the city of
Toronto and four adjacent municipalities at the sametinneor
in any combination.
The community channel master control room also
contains the switching "hub" for programs of other Torontoarea cable systems so that programs originating with those
companies can be used by Rogers or other interconnected
programming departments.
Rogers Cable TV Ltd., has a sophisticated production

from a digital tele -viewers' guide to news, weather, sports,
financial news, airport information, programming and public

facility: the switcher provides fully synchronized production

affairs notes.

capability with full effects and chroma key selection; the
audio mixer was custom-designed by McCurdy of Canada
and handles 24 inputs with total level control through two

Five Reasons
for Choosing the
LRC Attenuator Pad
SOLID BRASS
JACKET

(

eemoAAVAimemmumme

(ACTUAL
SIZE)
/
COMPACT

ONE PIECE
CONSTRUCTION
(NO LOOSE NUT)
ATTENUATION
VALUE
STAMPED IN
THE METAL
VERY
TEMPERATURE
STABLE

Innovators.

ELECTRONICS,I NC.

901 SOUTH AVE., HORSEHEADS, N.Y. 14845 PHONE 607-739-3844
Nleuwendqk 40, B 2800 MIchrien

CANADA TFIRU: Electrollne TV EquIpment Montreal. Quebec
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digital identification or communication for the program. The
wall in front of the control console holds the heart of the
system—the camera control units for the two BC230B
Ampex broadcast color cameras plus avectorscope for color
$6,000 20-inch Barco unit.
Rogers' programming philosophy leans heavily towards

20 db with an accuracy of 5% or
.5 db.
The specified frequency Range is 5 to 300 MHz.
75 ohms impedance in and out.
A 20 db minimum return loss.
Lab quality performance engineered and built by LRC, The

AVAILABLE IN EUROPE TARO: (Intro Servlce N.V ,

compressor/limiter regulates output.
On the control panel, a remote lighting control allows
individual activation and dimmer control of each studio light.
In addition, a 16-page character generator provides instant

control. The central color monitor, the output monitor, is a

LRC Attenuator Pads are available in values of 3, 6, 10 and

RC

active sub-channels and independently activated cue
circuits; and an equalizer allows tone adjustment while a

BeIgnen

mobility and the ability to do television programming when
and where an event in the community may occur. Affectionately named "The Wiener" by the programming staff, the
Rogers Mobile Caravan provides the community channel
with the ability to perform sophisticated multi-camera
programs on location.
A bi-directional programming grid throughout downtown
Toronto allows "live" programming possibilities from City
Hall, Queen's Park and most of the downtown hotels and
convention centers. A portable "live eye" microwave unit is
on order and will extend this capacity to all licensed areas.
Also, a second smaller "Wiener" is being built for Rogers'
Brampton cable system based on the Phillips Video-80
system.
An application of the "live" coverage capability of this
operation will be "live" coverage of the Canadian Cable
Television Association's 22nd annual convention, April 2-5,
1979, at the Sheraton-Center Hotel in Toronto.

THE MOST COMPLETE, CURRENT AND EXPANDED
CABLE TELEVISION DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TODAY

rree
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If you are into Cable Television, you are in
CABLEFILE/79

CHOOSE CASCADE 300 TRUNK EQUIPMENT
FOR...QUALITY...VERSATILITY...EFFICIENCY...
RELIABILITY...EXPANDABILITY...FLEXIBILITY...

Cascade 300 Trunk & Distribution Amplifiers are
engineered to fit virtually any situation, providing
optimum performance at minimum cost. Versatility

The rugged die-cast construction and connections are
of exceptional reliability. The quick release hinges are
removable and replaceable, allowing lid replacement

plus, choose from an enormous number of programming combinations. Choice of gain, 18 - 39 dB.
Choice of bandwidth, 252, 270 or 300 MHz. Choice
of control frequencies Choice of levels, 1-way, 2-way.
The more than 50 modules provide the flexibility to
fill your system needs today, and tomorrow. Add
options as you require them. One common motherboard accepts all trunk and bridger modules and allows
for additional options. The motherboard is not
changed as the station is updated or re-arranged.

and the addition of astandby power pack. An extremely efficient thermal design keeps it all running cool,
ensuring long life. The ultra low power consumption
can save you an amazing S12,000 in yearly operating
costs (based on a 1000 mile system ).
We have over 20 years experience in manufacturing
and supplying CATV products and systems, so you
can be sure of receiving competent service. Shipments
are made directly from the factory, so our prices are
extremely competitive.

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR TRUNK & DISTRIBUTION EQUIPMENT
CALL US-WE'LL BE DELIGHTED TO SHOW YOU WHY
DBC DELTA•BENCO-CASCADE
amember company of the REDIFFUSION group .
124 Belfield Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W 1G1
Telephone (416) 241-2651 Telex 06-989357
In USA Wats :j...% 800-828-1016

People
*The board of directors of Comm/
Scope Company recently elected
Larry W. Nelson to the position of vice
president, engineering. Prior to his

marketing, sales and customer service
acquired at Thomas A. Edison College
in Princeton.

THE ONLY TAP
OF ITS KIND

employment with Comm/Scope Company, Nelson held various engineering
and quality control positions with Pratt
and Whitney at Hartford, Connecticut,
and with Superior Continental Corporation at Hickory, North Carolina,
where he was manager, Quality Control, for the Superior Cable Division. In
1976 he assumed the position of
product engineering manager at
Comm/Scope and was named director, Coax Engineering, in November
1977.

MOISTURE SEALED
84 CORROSION
RESISTANT

Maryann Eardley
*Heller-Oak Communications Finance Corporation has announced the
appointment of Lester J. Golbeck as
assistant vice president. Golbeck
joined the Heller-Oak organization as a
financial analyst in 1975. Previously he
was involved in commercial financing
with Walter E. Heller International
Corporation.
*William (Will) G. O'Brien has been
appointed director, Customer Services
at Data Printer Corporation, manufacturers of ChainTrain® Printers.
O'Brien will be responsible for several
aspects of customer service including
technical support, technical training,

Larry W. Nelson
*The

appointment

spares
of

Gail

Bon-

ordering

and

durant as senior sales representative
for the Sylvania CATV Equipment &

and

No other tap provides
this protection:
• Baked-on, Polyurethane Finish
plus a Totally Water Sealed Assembly
• Patented Non-Shearing Center
Seizure Mechanism
• Modular
• 5-300 MHz
• Eye-level Center Seizure Ccanections
• *With a standard irridite finish

A FU\JIWCATV
AN ARVIN COMPANY
4490 Old Columbus Road, N.W.,
Carroll, Ohio 43112
614-756-9211
For Delivery
— Call

Electronics Corporation. Bondurant is
responsible for sales of Sylvania CATV

Cablevision Equipment Company
Garland. Tex. 75042
214-272-8551

products in the southern region which
includes Alabama, Arkansas, Eastern
Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and
Oklahoma. Prior to joining the company, she held a sales position with

Signal Vision, Inc.
Laguna Hills, Calif 92653
714.586-3196
Comm-Plan Electronics
Montreal, Quebec CANADA H4P1V4
514.341.7440

Video Data Systems.
*UA -Columbia Cablevision has

Emjay Electronics
Drexel Hill, Pa 19026
215.461.0353

announced the appointment of Maryann Eardley of Riverdale to the posi-

ComSE Sales Corp.
Lawrenceville, Ga. 30245
404-963-7870

tion of community service director. In
her new role Eardley will investigate
municipal need and desire for the

Video Systems
Route 1— Box 235
Lodi. Wisconsin 53555
608-592-3272
Stock Electronics
RueDe Hennin 74
Brussels. Belgium B1050
Telex 846-23 704

access channels in areas not yet
serviced by UA -Columbia. Eardley
brings to UA-Columbia experience in

planning

logistics. He will report directly to the
president.

AND ONLY $7.25 ($5.50")

William G. O'Brien
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Classifieds

Employment Oppt.

LOOKING FOR QUALIFIED JOB APPLICANTS
OR A NEW POSITION?
We are an employer-paid personnel service organization maintaining data on positions and
personnel available nationwide. Call or write for our free "Top Job Candidates" or "Job Opportunities" bulletins.

Confidential services.

Licensed by the California Bureau of Employment

Agencies.
Research, Brokerage,

CMi

COMMUNICATIONS MARKETING, INC.
PERSONNEL SERVICE
2326 Tampa Ave, El Cajon, Ca 92020 (714) 461-7891

Personnel and Marketing
Services
Established 1971

PLANT MANAGERS

Help Wanted

CHIEF ENGINEER
Washington D.C. area
Small MSO in the Washington D.C. area
requires a chief engineer in Gaithersburg,
Maryland, aD.C. suburb. The CATV system
requires ahands-on individual with astrong
background in construction and plant
electronics. We are planning a ground
station, operational in 6 months, and a 2way security system. We expect rapid
expansion of this system.
Good salary and excellent growth potential
both in this cable system or the parent MSO.
We are looking for one good person to lead
our 3-man field team which will expand.
Latest construction and electronics equipment available. Send resume and salary
history to William V. Murphy, Gaithersburg
CATV, 807 S. Frederick Avenue, Gaithersburg, MD 20760 or call collect (301) 6454440.

To supervise and administrate all plant
personnel in repair, maintenance, construction and installation. Must know system
design and be able to train other plant
employees in their jobs. Systems available
are located in Southern New Jersey. Send
resumes to Mr. Ed Shaman, Teleprompter
District Office, 6820 Ventnor Avenue,
Ventnor, New Jersey 08406.
EOE/M-F

ENGINEER
Engineer needed with 1st Class FCC
license with microwave experience.
Should be interested in operating satellite transmitter. Work in the Nation's
Capital for Cable Satellite Public Affairs
Network, Contact Brian Lamb.
C-SPAN
Suite 308
1745 Jefferson-Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202
703-892-4200

TWO CHIEF
TECHNICIANS NEEDED
Ready to settle down and work with
brand new equipment?
Two Chief Techs needed in charge of
100 mile systems in Ames and Newton,
Iowa.
Construction knowledge important.
Ames system includes microwave.
Contact:
Terry Rich 515-752-3691
r de%.
i
1201 Industrial Blvd.
Marshalltown, Iowa 50158
E.O.E./Heritage Communications, Inc.

MANAGER TECHNICIANS
CHIEF TECHNICIANS
INSTALLER TECHNICIANS

CHALLENGING OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE

Ground floor opportunity with a rapidly
expanding company for individuals with all
purpose: manager technician, chief technician, installer technician, installation
cable TV background. Advance your career
with a progressive company. Positions
immediately available in CA, UT, MI, CO,
MD, SC, GA and FL. Many company benefits. Send resume to:

Young and very aggressive MSO located in Tennessee, Kentucky and Virginia area has positions
for aggressive self-starters desiring career advancement.

P.O. Box 59
Wilton, CT 06897

'SYSTEM TECHS-Responsibilities to include customer services, trunk and distribution
operations, some tower and small in-house extensions. Craftsmanship amust.
*SALES PERSONNEL-Individuals needed for new builds, multi-tier services with HBO and FM.
Large bonuses for above average percentages.
*INSTALLERS-Contract and permanent positions available. Detail and thoroughness amust.
Consistent and coordinated work.
Excellent benefits and quality working conditions. Opportunity for excellent compensation
based on your contribution to company growth. Send resume with salary history, call today:
DAVID NORCUTT
VICE-PRESIDENT, OPERATIONS
MATRIX ENTERPRISES, INC.
P.O. BOX 2000
FRANKLIN, TN 37064
615-373-2794
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MICROWAVE/MAINTENANCE
TECH WANTED
Need experience person to maintain (2)
headends and perform preventive maintenance on 280 mile system. FCC 2nd
class license a must. Contact:
Elliot C. Roskow
Coastal Cable TV
791 Long Hill Road
Groton, CT 06340
203-445-8116

Ad Index

SYSTEM TECHS/SERVICE
Business Directory

CALL TECHS
New state-of-the-art 35-channel dual cable
2-way system in Southern Florida requires
technical personnel to set up and maintain
system. Immediate openings for applicants
with experience in all phases and levels of
system maintenance, such as sweep/
balance, troubleshooting, etc. Applicants
should have a solid background in basic
electronics and pole-climbing ability.
Excellent opportunity with a new company
providing an excellent benefit package.
Qualified applicants send resume to:
Selkirk Communications, Inc.
(Broward County Cable, Inc.)
915 Middle River Dr.
Suite 308
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
(305) 566-6322

%ID
• Components

JERRY CONN
ASSOCIATES,
INC.

• Drop Mat'l
• Hardware

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES

• Amps
• Cable
• Connectors

• Passives
• Traps

P.O. Box 444
Chambersburg, Pa.
17201

• Switchers

Subscribe to

(-ED

• Starxd-by
Power
• Sweep Gear
• Test Gear

Call (717) 263-8258 or
(717) 264-5884

fflJbz
illtrt ; *airs

Business Directory

Manufacturers Represented:

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
'Line & Distr

Amplifiers

'Field Strength Meters
•Headend & CCTV Gear
'Fast Turnaround
'Quality Workmanship
'Reasonable Rates
All repairs are unconditionally
guaranteed
For more information call collect
VIDEOTECH SERVICE INC
4505-D W Rosecrans Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250

(213) 675-3266

Blonder Tongue
Broadband Engineering
CCS Hatfield
Control Technology
EEG Enterprises
Gamco
Insulation Systems
LRC Electronics
Multiplier Industries
Power Conversion Products
Vitek

STEVEN W. GROSSMAN
DIRECTOR OF MARKETING
3501 S Corona, P 0 Box 2001
Englewood, Colorado 80110
303-761-3304
800-525-8386

Arvin/CATV Systems
77
Broadband Engineering, Inc... 28, 29
Cable TV Supply Company ... 50, 51
Cerro Communication
Products
30, 31
Century III Electronics,
Inc.
29, 73
Comsearcn, Inc
22
ComSonics, Inc
16,17
C.W.Y. Electronics, Inc.
23
Delta-Benco-Cascade
76
Eagle Comtronics, Inc
36,37
Electroline Television
Equipment, Inc.
59
Gardiner Communications
Corp.
52, 53
General Cable Corp
3
GTE Sylvania
11
Hughes Aircraft Company
7
LAC Electronics, Inc.
74
Merrill Cable Equipment
Corp.
64, 65
Mid State Communications,
Inc
25
Oak Industries, Inc
2
Powervision, Inc.
72
Q-Bit Corporation
24
RMS Electronics, Inc
4, 80
Sadelco, Inc.
45
Scientific-Atlanta/Cable Div.
54
Scientific Communications,
Inc
14
Tele -Wire Supply Corp.
47
Texscan Corp
21
Times Wire & Cable Company/
CATV
15, 18-19
Tomco Communications Inc.... 12,13
TRW RF Semiconductors
20
Van Ladder, Inc
13
Video Data Systems
68, 69
Weldone Trading Company,
Inc
20
Wide Band Engineering
Company, Inc
15
Vitek Electronics, Inc
71

C-ED'S CLASSIFIED RATES
AND INFORMATION
Payable in advance Check or money order only
(Billing charge $1 00 additional )

RONALD C. COTTEN & ASSOCIATES
Professional Engineers
ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
Phone: 303-770-4175
5726 S. Jamaica Way

Englewood, Colorado 80110

When placing an ad, indicate the exact category
desired Help Wanted, Position Wanted. Professional
Services. Business Directory. etc If this information is
omitted, we will determine the appropriate category
according to the copy
Deadline is two weeks prior to cover date Orders will
be accepted by written confirmation or taken over the
phone
Replies with Blind Box numbers should be addressed
to (Box Number) c,o C-ED. 1139 Delaware Plaza.
Denver. Colorado 80204
Ratesr S25 00 per column inch
inch

Minimum order one

For further information or to place your classified
advertisement, contact Joyce Hemmen at 303-5731433
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RIVIS ELECTRONICS, INC.
50 ANTIN PLACE
BRONX, N.Y.. 10462
ICOLLECT (212)89,210e

RIVIS Electronics Incorporated 1977

